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PERFORMANCE, STATIC STABILITY, AND CONTROL
EFFECTIVENESS OF A PARAMETRIC SPACE
SHUTTLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
By Robert E. Buchholz and Mickey Gamble
SUMMARY
This test was run as a continuation of a prior investigation* of aero-
dynamic performance and static stability for a parametric space shuttle launch
vehicle. The purposes of this test were:
1. To obtain a more complete set of data in the transonic flight
region.
2. To investigate new H-O tank noseshapes and tank diameters.
3. To obtain control effectiveness data for the orbiter at 0
degree incidence and with a smaller diameter H-O tank.
4. To determine the effects of varying solid rocket motor-to-HO
tank gap size.
Experimental data were obtained for angles of attack from -10 to +10
degrees and for angles of sideslip from +10 to -10 degrees at Mach numbers
ranging from .6 to 4.96.






a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (Pl - P.)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2 , psf
q Q(NSM) dynamiic pressure; 1/2pV2, N/m 2, psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m 2 , ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
IREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis












normal-force coefficient; normal force
qS
axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
side-force coefficient; side force
qS
base-force coefficient; base force
qS
-Ab(Pb - p-)/qS
forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSREF
yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
























CAa = CAALFO axial force coefficient at alpha equal
zero degrees
CAfa = CAFAFO forebody axial force coefficient at alpha
equal zero degrees
CLMa D(CLM) pitching moment coefficient slope, (alpha + 50);
per degree
CNa D(CN) normal force coefficient slope, (alpha + 50);
per degree
CLMa/CNa DCLM/DCN longitudinal static stability slope, pitching
moment coefficient slope divided by the normal
force coefficient slope, D(CIM)/D(CN)
Cy
B D(CY) side force coefficient slope, (beta + 50);
per degree
Cn8 D(CYN) yawing moment coefficient slope, (beta + 50);
per degree









XS longitudinal location of the nose of the solid
rocket motors relative to HO tank nose
Ys YS lateral distance between solid rocket motors
and HO tank
i ORBINC orbiter incidence angle relative to HO tank
longitudinal CL; positive when nose up; deg
y GAMZ SRM nozzle position relative to HO tank
longitudinal centerline
8s PHIS radial position of solid rocket motors relative
to the vertical plane, deg
6 control surface deflection angle; deg
positive deflections are:
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left
6
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The launch configuration consists of the double delta wing orbiter with
one large liquid hydrogen-oxygen tank (HO) and two solid rocket motors (SRM)
underslung beneath the orbiter (see Figure 2 ). Configuration components
investigated were:
Symbol
01 baseline orbiter with abort solid rocket motors
02 baseline orbiter without abort solid rocket motors
T1 346-in. diam. HO tank with 22-deg nosecone
T3 346-in. diam. HO tank with 17-deg nosecone
T8 346-in. diam. HO tank with Generalized nosecone''
T9 312-in. diam. HO tank with 17-deg nosecone
T10 346-in. diam. HO tank with modified Apollo nosecone
S1 156-in. diam. solid rocket motor with 17-deg nosecone
S6 156-in. diam. solid rocket motor with 17-deg nosecone
without rocket nozzle
TEST.FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an
intermittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing
from storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number
range from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test
sections. The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50,
and the supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach
numbers between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser.
The range from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and
perforated walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by inter-
changeable sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of
fixed contour nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce
any desired Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40°F
dew point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
7
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sec-
tor that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (+ 100). Sting offset
and extensions are available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack
up to 90° .
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The model geometry is specified in Figs. 2 through 8 . The SRM boosters
and HO tanks are constructed of aluminum. The orbiter wing and body are
aluminum and the elevons, fins and rudder flares are 17-4 PH stainless steel.
The launch configuration has a complete build-up and parametric capability (SRM
and HO tank nose shape, body diameter, body length, SRM longitudinal and radial
location, HO tank vertical fin size, and orbiter incidence). In addition, the
orbiter control surfaces can be deflected to provide additional control for
the launch configuration. The launch vehicle SRM's and HO tanks were manufac-
tured at MSFC and the orbiter was manufactured at Lockheed-Huntsville. All
model components are available at the MSFC 14 x 14-inch Wind Tunnel facility.
DATA REDUCTION
All model forces and moments were resolved in the body axis system and
are presented in the form of non-dimensional coefficients. Model reference
















Moment Reference Point (MRP)
from base






Base pressure coefficients were calculated using the following equations:
CABO = -CPB1 
A b (Orbiter base axial force coefficient)
Sref
CABs = -CPB2 Ab s (SRM base axial force coefficient)
Sref
CABHO = -CPB3 AbHO (HO tank base axial force coefficient)
Sref
where: CPB1 = (Pbo- P-)/q
CPB2 = (Pbs - P-)/q
CPB3 = (PbHO - P-)/q
(avg)
The following combinations of SRM and HO


































TEST MSFC TWT 544X
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
.60 4.4 x 106 /Ft. 3.91 1000
.80 5.3 x 10 6 /Ft. 5.94 1000
.90 5.6 x 106/Ft. 6.73 1000
1.00 5.8 x 106/Ft. 7.40 1000
1.10 5.9 x 106/Ft. 7.94 100°
1.20 5.9 x 106/Ft. 8.30 1000
1.46 5.9 x 106/Ft. 8.60 100°
1.96 6.8 x 106/Ft. 9.91 100°
3.48 6.4 x 106 /Ft. 6.86 140°
4.96 5.0 x 106 /Ft. 3.07
BALANCE UTILIZED: MSFC 232
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Dimensional Data for these components is shown on the following pages.
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TABLE III (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - RI
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: I,,i or:C ;t ,- b o y ic It./.. I1 C. o,
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MSFC - Formnn 263-6 (iebruarv 1972)
TABLE III (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT:








Wetted C . /lo
Span (equivalent)













Root (Wing Sta. O.O)a!V&
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC %W,;c,
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC








































GENERAL DESCRIPTION: T ',i j _Vq-t',e ix i ( , ^e;, h r,-, a- , r- _





















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
THEORETICAL
FULL-SCALE
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MSFC - Form 263-8 (Februar; 1972)
a_
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
,z~ot<],. ki.... C.'es
,,I . N,. e :e
DRAWING NUMBER:
. TABLE III (CONTINUED)
Repr a ble ,coPY 
^ ~~~~~~b si~al
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Inb'd equivalent chord, inches
Outb'd equivalent chord, inches
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal
tail chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord


























Area, ft -102.4 ft. 2
Span (equivalent), inches 233.3 in.
Inb'd equivalent chord, inches 94.5 in.
Outb'd equivalent chord, inches 32.0 in.
Ratio Rudder chord/horizontal
tail chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord .40
At Outb'd equiv. chord .40
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 32 36'
Tailing Edge 20° 34'
Hingeline 320 36'

















.MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - rl 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - T 3
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
',l . .,.. .,
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - T-9
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Z /ZI" v.d,,; -1 xyeI T' kL , er 17° O.sc co-c
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: t.Jl-!r. - O \.<,, , -- ..'.;L ./I ' /" ,, .l:.i
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TABLE III (CONTINUED)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - /
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TWT 5 44 
1972 RUN 539 
NASA-MSFC 
S&E-Aero-AE 
Figure 9 - Photograph of Conf igura t ion T9 Ox S-^ 
08 - 7 2 J 6 - 1 - 7 2 
NASA-MSFC 
S&E-Aero-AE 0 8 - 0 4 - 7 2 I I 6 - - 7 2 
) 
-3-
MSFC TWT 5 44 
AUG 8 1 9 7 2 RUN 
COMF.TG 
T 0 S " 
JO 2 I ; i . . 
Figure 11 - Photograph of Configuration T-^ Q 0 2 S, 
0 8 - 0 8 - 7 2 
NASA-MSFC 
S&E-Aero-AE I 8 - - 7 2 
NASA-MSFC 
S&E-Aero-AE 0 8 - 0 8 - 7 2 1 . 8 - - 7 2 
DATA FIGURES
Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
4l5
EFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE



























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION(BT0IOs) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(1Tt09t1 ) OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(YtolI) NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8tt7123 01DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
4711s2s) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
T71127T WS N FC TYT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STU0DES
- t a a 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
T301S 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
TSOISI -t1.00 0.023 0.000
T -1.500 0.023 0.000_ 5 3  
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS tLEVTR RUDDER
NSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30SI 0.000G 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISt -1.500. 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-. 500 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000










ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
SYMBOL - CONWFICURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
SFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES Tl01Sl 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA4 ' NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
SPC7- TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI -1.500 0.025 0.000
DATAA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.02 0.000
0ATA4 NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.S00 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFiiOURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80tSI -1.500 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -I.500 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000






































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC TS ELEVTR RUDDER
MSFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OIS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NMSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T1OtS1 -1.S00 0.023 0.000 0.000
0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1t.00 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000





























EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
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6 s 10 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DOEGREES
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOISt 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T601SI -1.500 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80251 -1.500 0.023 0.000
MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T100251 -I.500 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I
-a a a· 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
TSO32S 0.000 0.023 0.000
't-.500O . 0 .023 000
TSO2S1 -1.500 0.023 0.o000
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ANGLE OF AT
DATA $ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089)1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
({B1091) S 4SFC TT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SI
(8r1121) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871t23) [ SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T6S25t
(871125) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T100251











0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
0.000 ZMRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
PAGE 8
7* -_ __ K- 
_ _-













DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(71T00S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Bt1091) L HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
I(St211 ) i DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(St1123) NSL C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8?I1t2) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8t1127 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
-a O It
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ANGLE
0ATA SETI STUOL CONFIGURATION 0E$CRIPTI 4CN
(871089) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALLL CONDITIONS
(871091) MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHItLE STUDIES
(871121) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALU. CONDITIONS
(811 23) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8t1125) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VE;i(ILE STUDIES
(8711tt2) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR AL. CONDITIONS
- a a a 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS tLEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T3021S 0.000 0.023 0.000
-1t,00 0.023 0.000
T802St -1.S00 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE OF Al
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8710t9) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T31OSt
(81091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Itt2t1) NSPC TWT 54,.X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T60SSt
(8I11t2) I] DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I(7112S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACt
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80151t
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
- -
- 4 - a
ANGLE OF AT
SYMBOL CONFItURATION DESCRIPTION
NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30181
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T801tS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS



















































































EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
uATr SIT SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(er1 a9)
i
Q NSPC TlT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T01IS1
(BO710 1) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Bt7112) MSFC TT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOOIS1
(e7123) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87tt11) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE
DATA SET SYnBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) Q MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(871o91) L DAFTA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871121) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(871123) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Bort125) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871127) M MSPC TWT S44X LAONCH VEHICLE STUDIES
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
ORBINC YS tLEVTR RUDOER
T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
T9OISt -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000










MACH 1.10 PAGE 15
EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
e., .I I .,, I I I , I , .
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET TiiBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSt
(8t1091) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30231
(Bt71121) MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80ISt
(8I1123i) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80251
(871125) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES t1002S1
871le7?) b MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDtES TtOOtSI
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
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PAGE 16
EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE












DATA SET SYMHOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) Q DATA NOT AVAILA4BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
8t71091) L SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8?le2t) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87t1123 Li HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(87tt25) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
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DATA SET QYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87108o) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3021S
I(B12Iii) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8t1123) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T8O2S1(87t112) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T0O0251
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ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION(BTo89) · ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(?t1091) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(B11t1t) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BYtt23) N SFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(911t25)1 SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8711tt ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
- a O a 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA ODEGREES
ORBINC YS CLEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T302St. 0.000 0.023 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000
TeO23t -1.500 0.021 0.000


















































EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
.7 .[ I r * I T . . . * e * T
-to - e - e - 4
SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
Z N MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
;NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T3021S 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NDOITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T802S1 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T100251 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000












































EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(BTiO069) Q NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(8sTos 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
(O9tt2S) 2 NsrC TWT 5441 LAUNCH VEHICLE
(8?ItS2) DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL COI
t9?1S25) DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CCO
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REFERENCE INFORNATION







- 4 - a a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORSINC vYS LEVTR
STUDIES TSOlSI 0.000 0.023 0.000
NOITIONS 0.000 0. 02 0.000
STUDIES TOISI -1t 500 0.023 0. 00
NDOTIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
NDITIONS -1.$00 0.023 0.000



































MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FP
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
IPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
VEHICLE STUDIES T30tSt 0.000 0.023 0.000
OR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
VEHICLE STUDIES TSOtSI -1.500 0.023 0.000
OR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
OR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
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,I~~~ ~ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(IB1089) NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30181
(Bo7191). DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR1 ALL CONDITIONS
(Bt1221) #SFC T1T 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T015i1
(B8t112) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(IB12S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S 0.000 0.023 0.OOC 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
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HSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDI0ES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
M$Sc TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
T$FC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
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NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
T8011S -1.500. 0.023 0.000
T80251 -1.500 0.023 0.00
T100251 -1.500 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE
CONCIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLC IOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLC STUDIECS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIlES
HSFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUOtCS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
- · 0 * 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS CLEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
mSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
r DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
ANDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T502S1 0.000 0.02D 0.000
ND I TIONS -1.00 0.023 0.000
STUDIES Te%2S1 -1.500 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T100251 -1.500 0.023 0.000
5NDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XNRP 5.5600 IN.
0.00 YMRP 0.0000 IN.



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION ORBtNC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.025 0.000
PS$C TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T50251 0.000 - 0.025 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.02S 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T(OZSI -1.500 0.023 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T1O2:S1 -1.500 0.025 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.02S 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHWITION
0.000 SREP 7.0800 Q.I N.
0.000 LREF 2.0o80 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 1N.
0.000 XNRP 5.3600 IN.
0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
0.000 ZHRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
3.48 PAGE 29
EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORUINC YS ELEVTR
NDITIONS 0.000 0.02S 0.000
STUDIES T3O2SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
NDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T8025t -1.500 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T1002:11 -t.S00 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ODATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30SI
(871091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871121) NSFC TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T6011S
(871123) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871125) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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rrrrrT Rn un TJAlK( WUr cUADr
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-El -t0 - 0 - · - 4 4 4 to la
YMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCI
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fl
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fr
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fr
' NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
RIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
VEHICLE STUDIES T30ISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
OR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
VEHICLE STUDIES TO81tS -1.500 0.023 0.000
OR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
OR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE OF Al
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrCIURATiON DESCRIPTION
(to109) l Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TI0iSt
1o091) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
718712) NSPC UWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80S15
(8tt23) 0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(91tt25) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS











0.000 SREF 7.6800 S9.1N.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREr 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.



















EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE






















NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CQO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
- 4 -2 O a 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STtUDIES T)01I1 0.000 D.D023 .000 0.000
NOIIT ONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STtUDIES TO1SI -1.SO0 0.023 0.000 0.000
NO:I TIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
)NCaITIONS -1.500 0.023 O.000 0.000































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONICGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS CLEVTR RUDDER
SFPC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.02S 0.000 0.000
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI -1..00 0.033 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.S00 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.S00 0.023 0.000 0.000
NSRC TWT $44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T1OOS00 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
MACH 1.10
REFERENCE INPORNATION








EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
i¥iiGL CO NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC TS CLEVTR RUDDER
NSrc TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30181 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T80151 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80231 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
4SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T100251 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000







































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
NS$C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I I
- 0 2 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000
TO02SI -1.500 0.023 0.000
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EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
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ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMBOL CONP!r4RAT!0"D 0C£CRIrTiO
(Bt1089) n DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87091t) NSiFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
(Blt21~)l DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(7t1123) NSFC TIlT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T8021Z
(8711Z5) NSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T1002St










0.000 SREP r.e800 sQ.IN.
0.000 LREP 2.0280 IN.
0.000 DREP 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XHRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
0.000 ZNRP 0.2400eo IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
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OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC VS ELEVTR RUDDER
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NSC TWiT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR. ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIEs TS0251 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES Tt10021 -t1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
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EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80251
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T1002St
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ANGLE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC VS CLEVTR
T3011St 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
T1OISI -1t.500 0.023 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000


























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30tSt 0.o000 0.03 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T801SI -1.500 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
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MACH .80


































NSFC TwT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
SFPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE PrO ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCR ALL CONDITIONS
MSrc TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
I I I
- a a a 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OR8INC YS ELEVTR
T3SISt 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 O .03 0.000
TO0iSt -1t.00 0.023 0.000
-t.500 0.023 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK.
C=';rivURATiv0 DE3CHIPTION
MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS tLEVTR
T3011t 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
T8OiSI -150.0 0.023 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000













MSPC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE-E STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CZCoNDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEMICLE-E STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CZCONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C-CONDITIONS



























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
.aoCL. COnFiiu'RATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC Vs ELEVTR
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
H FC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80151 -1.500 0.023 0.000
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80251 -1.500 0.023 0.000
3PSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES Tt002St -1.500 0.023 0.000
MS3C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T100151 -1.500 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8G00 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3800 IN.
0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.








































DATA SET SYMBOL . CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Bt1089) DDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091) "HFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(Btt2t1) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871123) C HSvc TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(Bt1125) HSPC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(Br1ttl DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
, I . I
- 0 · 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC Vs ELEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T302g1 0.000 0.023 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000
T80ost -1.900 0.023 0.000









































EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA .
ORBINC YS
::DITIONS 0.000 0.023
STUDIES T302$1 0.000 0.023
DNDITIONS -1.500 0.023
STUDIES T802SI -1.500 0.023







































EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
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DATA SIC SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B10S9 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87101t) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(t11S21) 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Bs113S) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDI0ES
(8e113t5) NSCC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8711tt) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
*1I
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ANGLE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS










































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(8710o9s Q NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
80tog1) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
(7lS21) 0 MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VtHICLE
(e71123) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL ca
(871125) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
(871127) NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MAH .60
MACH .60
.4 * .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC VS CLEVTR RUDDER
STUDItS T3OLS1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
3NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUOIES TSOtSI -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
NDOITIONS 
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
3NDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000





































MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
' NSFC tuT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC VS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T1OtS1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DNDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES TO81SI -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
DNDTI[ONS -1.0O0 0.023 0.000 0.000
NDOITIONS -1. 00 0.023 0.000 0.000









































.o .0 .r . . .4
PITCH]
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFPIOURATION DESCRIPTION(8710s9) Q SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(871091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(s11t21) ) HSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(871123) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871125) DATA NOT AVAtLABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(S7112?) S HsFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
. .2i .I .0 -. 1 -. 2
ING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS CLEVTR RUDDER
TS1SI - 0.000 0.02S 0.000 0.000
0.000 0. 02 0.000 0.000
TOtS t -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
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.6 .7 .S .4 .1
PITCHING MC
. IGCUMATIV4 DESCR;PTiCTiO
NSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUDIES T301tS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUDIES T801SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL ZONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUDIES TIDOOSI
.2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. e
IMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 .D000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
-t1.00 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000








































EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
.8 .7 .6
! . _~~.
: ~ ~ ~ ~ J *~ _ .. ~ - ~ L~
.3 .1 0 -. 1 -. 3 -.1 .4 .5 -. 6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.4 .S
PITCHING MC
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I871069) I n SrFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS01S1
(871091) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
(BI7121) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T011St
(71123) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCONDITIONS
(871125) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8711t27) NSFC TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TIOOtIS
MACH 1.10
.t .t .0 -. I -.
3MENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS- ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000






































., -. B -. 4 -. 5 -_ 
I
EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE

























.0 .6 ,7 .6 .5 .4 .3
PITCHING MC
*ATA gET TMUrQOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(t71os09) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30181
(6T70t I NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
(8tlt12) N MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80iSI
(7t23) L NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T802S1
(6t7112) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T110021
(BTIt212 HNSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TIDOtIS
.2 .1 .0 -. 1
]MENT COEFFICIENT, CLM








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
0.000 ZNRP 0.2460 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
MACH 1.20 PAGE 56
EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE






.I .1 1 .1
.S .4 .S
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
s(7O19) 04DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091) SFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(871121) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(712i3) HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(9s112S) 5 HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES




I I 1 .1
.2 .t .0 -. t -.2
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.0233 0.000 0.000
St 0.000 0.025 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
St -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
S1 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000


































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8r1009) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
87t109t1) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(8 t1121t) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(8t7t21) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(871125) NSFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(871127?) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
.4 .3 .2 .t .0 -.1 -.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC rS ELEVTR RUDDER
ONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DNDITIONS -1. S00 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T802S1 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T100251 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000





































-. · . -
* .o .6 .r .4 .
PITCHING MC
DATA SET SYMBOL CONICGURATION DESCRIPTION
(I71069) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8710911) MSFC TWt 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
(97t121) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BT12I) N SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES t802SI
(T7t25) I NSFC Twr *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T1002St
(7T11I)t DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
C
.2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2
OMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORB INC Y CLtVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1 .50O 0.023 0.000 0.000










EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE














.. .7 .6 .5 .4 .3
PITCHING MC
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S2
(871121) ° DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871123) n MSFC TVT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSO025
(871125) S FC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T1002S1
(871127) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
OMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.00 0.000oo
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1.500 O.023 0.000 0.000
























EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
:~~~~~~ - (I - 4 = ·I Oe
BETA
- a - 4 - a
BETA
-t - -- 8- - - 4 - a a
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
IA?1000 . MHSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011$
(ATo092) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A71122) NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOItSt
(Atl124) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A?1126) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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V ~ I I I I .11111
.60
..I
rCCCrT nr UW TAMkIlK InCC UADt
-r bl ur nU ! 111~ INUOC OM/\rc
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ta -tQ - 0 - 0 - 4 - R 0 a 4 * O tO t2
BETA
*te -tQ - * - 0 - 4 - 2 0 E 4 0 I lO *2
BETA
. , 1 l a l e l l l l l e e el l e l l l e I e
.) ~ ~ ~ 1 '
-s -6 - 4
DATA SET ;YJBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
AI71090s) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
(A71092) Z5 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IA711t2I) O SFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T8OISI
(471124) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(471261) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A711t2) f t NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T1OOS11































































-~ I I I i I I a I I ! I I I ~ ~ ~ 7 I i I I i i II!
BETA
a - . -
-4 - I
-10 - -6 4_ -4 -a 0 a 4 6 la 1i
3ETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TVT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30S151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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B I L . . I. I . . . I I .t . 1 ., . . . . .i ... .. .. .  .. .1 * .* * * * 
-so - e - o - 4 - I 0 4
BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80ISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS




























S tat 10 le
ER REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 SREr ?.8600 SQ.IN.
00 LREF 2.0280 IN.
DO BREF 4.4A00 IN.
00 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
)O0 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
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EFFECT OF Hl TANK NISE SHAPF
,,vWXX Ww .r , ,i11 iiv ,w · w wW, rww w 
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I fi -
lI -tO - * - * - 4 - 2 0 2 4 * · G $0 it
BETA
ill II- '''1 ''i 'ii i' ii ii '''i ,i ,i iii
~~~_.__ ____
-t - a -. -. 4 -a 0 a 4 a · to ti
BETA
II
i~~ · I i · * · · · · * I i . I i i i a I , · I I!
. _ _ F I I | I I I I E I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Wii
,,.t a. .. ,,,,,, .............. 
.u
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A71tO90) Q NSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3SO1S
(A7S092). DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(AT1122) NSVC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80tSt
A"1t241 4 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(AYtII2) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS


























































-10 a -_ - 4 _ L a · 4 a to
MACH 1.10
I ,, I U ._ II I_ I'
I -A! " !i1 1 I i L ! i i i I i i " 
in -to : -4
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- .
tt _to ~~- t - t - 4 - 2) ° Z 4 * · Q1
BETA
: ' . I _- . I
-1 - s - 6 -4 -
4
a a 1t0 12
BETA
-10 - - - - -4
CONICGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302t1
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T801SI
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T80251
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T100251
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C
a 4
4 G a tO la0 a
MACH 1.20
rCprPT MP uW TAMkK kiMr Eu rU
EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSE SHAPE
e'P r , " I w $ fr-
BE TA
-- 1 1 , 
-...
----- - 1L......----- wi- 1___________ . ~- 
4 e 6 8 t11It
BETA





· i I I I i I · , · · · I I i i I i i a i I i I i iit -- 4f~ B - · ' ~ · -- m i-~ - ~ .
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(4710901 DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
(471092) f NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
( 22TIIZ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A71124) MS7C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
cA7e2) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
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MACH
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A?109: 0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A71092) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(A71122) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
At11241 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(Att26e) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE. STUDIES
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PAGE 68
EFFECT OF HO TANK NOSF IHAPF
i ! ~ ! ! r v ! ! · ! w ! w · E .! ! if- w w 't" i I i ~T' i l! !
-' d t1~
I I i I I I I I I I I ! I I i ! i I i I I I ! I I I i I I ! JI I I & I !
t -tO - i. - ; - 4 - · 0
· 4 4l I tO lB
BETA


















-to - · - -4
BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3C021
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES l8OIS1
NSFC TWT 344X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES Ti0021
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li2 -tO - tt - 6 - 4 - 2 0 E 4 6t S tO £2
BETA




-tO -e - e -4 - a O
BETA
DATA SEt SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A71090) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(TA7102) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
t(Art22) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(AT1124) N SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T802S1
(Att112) Hi NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES Tt002St























0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
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EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(B::09) Q NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(o09) LI DOATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8133ts) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I(9?t35) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
I -i
- oa a 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
TSOlSI 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(710sOQ) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE 
(87t1091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COf
(8711t3) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI







ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T3SOiS 0o000 0.023 0.000
ONDTIONS 0.000 0,023 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000







































( B¥og ) B
. (BS135)IU
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COO
DATA NOIT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COO
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
-. 4 -a 4 ·
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T301)1 0.000 0. 02 0.000 0.000
NODtTONS : 0.000 0.03 0.000 0.000
NOITIONS 0.000. 0.O03 0.000 0.000












EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
i E 'l " ' i ' ' ' ! ' ', ' ! ' i ' i i ' ' i ' ' ' i ' " ' ' I ' ' ' ! d' I . t .
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NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
- 4 - a 0 a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
)NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871133) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS










0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.02O0 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




MACH 1.10 PAGE 75
IFFFFCT OiF HO TANK nTAMFTFRbw~~~~~~~~~~~ . ! W ww W# w| w#Xl 
L
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. mI
i I · I A iI i 
oATA SET SYMBOL
(:671109) 
(671133) (8 2 5 )' 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE
WSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
- 4 - a a t 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA! DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T30SSI 0.000 0.OZ3 0.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES TSOISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
e 8 to $~
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8600 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(e1o069) A D TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(81Ot91) S NS$FC TWT s44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8$71'33) '8 NSFC TIT 44X LAUNCH VIHICLE STUDIES
C(7135) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
- a0 O 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T302St 0.000 0.023 0.000















MACH 1.46 PAGE 77
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORbINC YS ELEVTR
T871089) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
87?l092) "A SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
(9t71133) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902g1 0.000 0.023 0.000
(8t71135) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MACH 1.95
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.





EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER





















DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSO2SI
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STU0DES T9023S
























LREF . 02o0 IN.














































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORSINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T302S5 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NO ITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION










































I I 1 1
- 4 -a ;T 0 a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA._w ..
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO31SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOreR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS











































EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
i i - ! i ! ii ! "
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; w- - -- JHJ
' =-Z=-== 
s t<fl~
'-S2 -tO - · - e - 4 - 2 0 ! 4 8 8 SO a:
ANGLE
UATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(71e089) Q MNSFPC TWT 344X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(B710910 L) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(71t133) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871135) MNSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
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DATA SEt SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BT7109) Q HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE I
(871091) 0TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
(711SS3) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOCR ALL CO
(E7113SS) U MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
I
-4 - 0 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACKI ALPHA. C
-ORBNC VS
STUDIES TSOIS1 0.000 0.023
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023
NDITICONS 0.000 0.023






































- 4 .- 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87IO9) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30181
(871091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871133) a DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS













































































- a - 6 -4 -
AWNa C Mr A'
ANULL UF A
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION4
(71Ds09! Q NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
?i7101) DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
(871133) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE









ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES TO31St 0.00OO O.Os O.000 0.000
STUDIES T3021 0.0o00 0o.3 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYBNOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(SO71091) z HSFFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS302S
(871133) NS 1FC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9021S
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PAGE 87
oT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
Z
O 
ZO0.0 - - - -
LL
< -0.8-0.
(B7135) 0 DATA NT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CNDITIONS
-0.1
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1871089) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
1871091) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30281
(871133, HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251









0.000 SREF 7.8OO SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.



















DATA SCT. SYMOOL CONFIGURATION bESCRIPTION
(971e0 DATA NOT AVAILA^LtE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87t10t) MSFC TWT 544X LAJNCH VEHtCLE STUDIES TS0251
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
1 1 =1 I
- a a a 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
ORSINC YS ELEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T302SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
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EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
I~~~~~~~ 
B- -B- -, -
-10 - -
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- 4 . a 0 a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
0 . 10
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DeSCRIPTION
(871089) Q NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
(871091) Li DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871133) DATA NOT AVA.LABLE F04R ALL CONDITIONS


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(B71099) N M5FC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREP 7.8800 SQ.IN.
(871091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
(871133) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION OESCRIPTION
(s71069) HSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(Ba1091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871133) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871135) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
- a w a 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBtNC YSI ELVTR
T3S01S 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 O.O23 0.000






















EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SETSrNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
(B7180) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
(t71091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(Btsts33) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0 000
ce71135) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90OlS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MACH l o 0
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 SREF T.8800 SO.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.





EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
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HFPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDItS T3015O
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC VS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(B710o 9) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
(tOgt01) 1. SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS0251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
(871133) M HSFC TW1T 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRTFPTION
(0t1069 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR- ALL CO
(81091) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH ViEHICLE
(871133) a NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VeIHtCLE















- 4 -a a I 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC TY ELEVTR
1NDttIONS 0.000 o.o23 0.000
STUDIES T32St ' 0.00 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T021S1 0.000 0.023 0.000


























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
(B71069) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(87t09t) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3025S 0.000 0.023 0.000
(B1tt13) O MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
(7t1135) a DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.88BO SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.20eo IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC VS tLEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.02S 0.000
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302St 0.000 0.02 0.000
M SC lTW: 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.02S 0.000
- DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.02S 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF r.i800 SQ.tN.
0.000 LREF 2.02O0 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
I. I._
- 4 - 2 0 Z 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA= DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T302S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
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EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYN8OL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(rt1089) 0 NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011S
(B709t1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BIt113) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
e(87?115) NSO C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OtSI
MTTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORSINC YS LEV TR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 0.02 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8600 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LRFr 2.0280 IN.
.0.000 0.02 0.000 0.000 BRCE 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
(810089 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
(t71091) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(871133) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(71tt135 U MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDOER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF HO TANK OIAMETER




























I871 33)(S tot)*XX U
-- 0 -
'CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
tSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE I
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC0
SFPC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE t
i ff I i W v W s w ~ ~ . . , . , .' w''. i 'l l g w w w g g e w 
- 4 - a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORB INC YT ELEVTR
STUDIES T3011O 0.000 0.023S 0000
N01TIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
OITItONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
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.40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC VS ELEVTR
(0710069) Q USFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.02o 0.000
( t71091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.O23 0.000
(871133): DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(8711ts) HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFPERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.oon LREF 2.0Z0 IN.
0.000 BREP 4.4600 IN.





EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER










D· T SET SYHBOO CONFICUR^tION OESCRtlON
0
'°°-~12 -10 - · -G· -4 -I
ANGLE OF A
ATA ' SYMB L IGURATION D SCRIPTION
(B 7T09) Q SFrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOISIt
81t109t L) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BI71133) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS(B71135) HSFC TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OISI
TTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.6800 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.02O0 IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 GREF 4.4600 IN.
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.40
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA ODEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
(g71i089) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOt1S 0.000 0.023 0.000
(8t091) M3NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
(871133) 0 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 0.000
(B7tt135) MSC TW T 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90OIS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ. IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPICURATION DESCRIPTION
( o71069) OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87o091) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSO2st
(tt7113) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1

































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B71009 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(971091) SF PC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
(7t1133) a MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9025t








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.02e0 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC VS CLEVTR
- O, 00 0:~ 0 O 000
T30251 0. 000 0.025 0 000










DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
nSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
MSFC TvT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS

















SCALE 0.0040 o CALt
PAGE 109MACH 3.48
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251t D.00 0.023 0.000
MNSFC TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901 0.000 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B71089) Q HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T31OS1
(t71t91) 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(711tS3 3) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B71135) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901t1
kTTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUODER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.02D3 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 0.023S 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 XHRP S.3S00 IN.






EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B71089) Q HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30S11
(871091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8733) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








0.000 SREF 7.8800 .SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IIN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFtGURATION DOSCRIPTION
(::tOg9) Q NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS01S1
(071081) D OATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871t33) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





0.000 0 .02 0.000
























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
(370 G9) N SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000
(9710891 5 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(8711t33) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(871135) a NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO01S 1 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8000 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
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-to -e - ·
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COl
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
NSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE
I .1I
-4 -a a a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OR1tNC Y'S ELtVTR
STUDItES OtSI0 0.000 .0.0 0.000
NOITIONS 0.000 0.032 0.000
NDOITIONIS 0.000 0.0L 0.000
































EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON#P'lrURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
MSVEC NT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30SISt 0.000 0.023 0.D00
MSFC "i/T 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302t 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902St 0.000 0.023 0.000
NSFC NliT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90tSI 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYTBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(T71089) ODATA NOT AVAILABLE 7OR ALL CONDITIONS
(T71091) L HSC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS02I81
(871133) Nt C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES TSC2SI
(8t7113) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS CLEVTR RUDDER RtEERENCE IZNORNATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREP ?.S600 .SIN.
D0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREIP r2.02 IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 BREP 4.400 IN.
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87t1089) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(710tO1) I NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
(81t33) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251









0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.





EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
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ANGLE
DATA SET SM1BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
9710698) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
(1tOgt1) 1 sM3FC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(t71135) a SFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VENICLE STUDIES
(971135 U 0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELtVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T02St 0.000 0. 03 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87109e) ODATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87190) 1 SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
(?113T3) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
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.. .6 7PIT .CHI . NG .M
PITCHING I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(710691) Q MrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
18710912 LI OATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
1(811tt) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871155) asrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9011S
IOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORtINC YS tLEVTR RUDDER
0.000doo 0.02a 0.000 0.000
.000. 0.03 O .000 0.000
a 0.000 0.0 5 0.000 0. 000
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CC
D DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.4 .3 .2 .0 -.1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT= CLM
ORBINC 'YS ELEVTR Rt
STUDIES T31tSt 0.000 0.023 0.000
DNDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
NODITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T90tS1 0.000 0.023 0.000
UDDER REFERENCE INFORWATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 S3.tN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 ItN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.

































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONGlCURATION DESCRIPTION
(710to:) N SfC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(?S7'10) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(et711S) DATA NOT AVAILABL rFOR ALL C0
(71YttS13) N SC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.4 .S .I .1 .0 -. t -. 1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORIH"C VS tLtVTR RUDDER
STUOtIES TOtStI D.000 0.013 0.000 0.000
)NOITIONS O.000 0.021 0.000 0.000
MOITIONS 0.000 0.013 0.000 0.000
STUOIES TOOtSt 0.000 0.013 o.000 0.000
REFEtRNCE INFORMATtON











EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER



























. .. .7 6 . .. .4 .3
PITCHING M
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFtCURATION DESCRIPTION
(B71O89) Q NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISI
(7to0t ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B?71133 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B71135U) HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OSi
.3 .1 .0 -. 1
OMFNT rCEFF!CENT.C C M






0.000 SRE .88OO00 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREFP .0280 IN.
0.000 BREr 4.4600 IN.
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.6 - .7 .$ .,
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHtCLtE TUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MNSC TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
.4 .3 . .1 .0 -.. -. 3
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CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT:ON
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES TS301S 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T302SO 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T90tSI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
MACH
REFERENCE INFORMATION













































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBtNC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION
(7o069) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.00O 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.SS00 S0.IN.
(7t1091) NrSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.02S 0.000 0.000 LREFC e.0oes IN.
(t71133) H3PC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T92SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.





EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
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PITCHING M
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
8710o89) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87109t1) L MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
(B71133) NS C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
(B711t35) ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
.2 .1 .0 -. t
IMENT COEFF! IENT;I rCLM
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9021
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL- CONDITIONS
.o .e .U -. o -oc
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC Y8 CLEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
St 0.000 0.023 000 0o 000
1 0.000 0.03 - 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 .000 0000oo
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.- .r .e .5 .4 .0
PITCHING M
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1






.1 .U -. -. I
COEFFICIENT, CLM
RBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0 .000 0.023 0.000 0.000
1.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
_ _
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. _ . ,=- 
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIE5 T30181
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T1OtS1
MACH
BETA
ORBINC VS ELEVTR RUDOER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF ,7.600 iQ.1N.
0.000 0,023 0.000 0.000 LREF .0260O IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
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BETA
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t- 2 I a- I AA i i J a ,aiaii i
a 4 S e lO
ATA S3LT SYMBOL CONFIGCURATION DESCRtPTION
(AI.090!, n MNSC TtWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO0IS1
(A71092 0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A71134}) D0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS



















0.000 SREF 7.800 SQ.tN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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MACH .80
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'BETA
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. - I . . . I._ _ __ _ I . . .. . . . .I . - * . . .I . . I . . I . . -. I - -
- ! 4 . t a It-
BETA
.s,
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(ATOSo) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3S01S(A?1092) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A?t13S4) DATA NOT AVAtLABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








0.000 SREF 7.6600 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0260 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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MACH .90
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BETA
- a - 3 -4 - 0 4 6 1a0 S1
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF HO TANK DIAMETER
r- ! I ;- ''; ''' _; _; ! r f I 'WI i -r ~~
.. ~ ~ _ __ . __
__~~_ ....... " E ... -
IR -tO -- · - 4 8 0 I 4 · -Q- 1-
BETA·
I I -- I -1- 1 - I I -t I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~... I 'I 
.l. ~ ~~~~~~ , . , ..
I· It I 1-- 1 4- -- I L~ I'84 . O1
-to
-a -U -4 - I
ECONVICURATICN OESCRIPTION
HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSO1S1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS































































*t -tO - *I - 0 - 4 - 2~ o t 4 ~ *I t10 dl
BETA
; _ ;, ~,I III ~i, t~~ ~ 
t -tQ - s - o - 4 - 2 0 2 4 s S ~LQ *2
BETA
i E i i , i E'i i I i d a i i i' I i I I I I l i e I
r - r | U E | I I I I I E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- s - 0 - 4 -_ 0
DOAYA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
AIo090). , NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T13OtS
(AT71092) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302t1
IA7t134) a NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S5
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BETA
____ _ _~~--_-
_-- -- t-i. . . I . . _--~-
"tt -t0 - * - * - 4 - t 0 | 4 * * *0 g _____t.
-. tt
tq
-10 - I .- -4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPFIURATION OESCRIPTION
IATIOso) Q OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
'(At092 )'. l SrC TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3023S
(At1134) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T902t1
(A1tt0) O ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-10 -_ -El -4 - a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A7001go Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A?7192) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
(ArIt34) H MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90281



















6 6S 10 2
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IAto0go ) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(AVID092) NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T303S1
CAS34) M NSIC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T690S3





























































12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 t0 12
BETA
I I . I', l ,l ,i t II II I I t l l l l i , , , , ;i t l I t t I l l ; i lt t 
La -1 - -e -4 -a 0 a 4 a 8 l0 12
BETA
"-- ~ ~,_._ 1 .
, .j . .. I
I~~~ ~, , ,,, ,i,,,I,,,IX ,,,,,,J I,. , I .I ,'1. I .- J 
-8 - - 4 - 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A7?090) 2 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(At10921 SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SI
(Att134) M NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902tS
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°tZ -to - - .- - 4 -2
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYHECL CCNFIGURATIO
'
I DESCRIPTI[tjl
(EY10.91 MSrC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T3.IOS1
(E711O) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNICH VEHICLE STUDIES T3:IS1
(EItI) 0 MH.rZC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301CSI
(*EtlO9) U HSFC TWT 544X LAUtlCH VEHICLE STUDIES TICOIS1
-1 --- I --I -. .. '- -I 1 '- I I I - I I I I I I I I 
'
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
,RB INC YS ELEVTR
0.000 0.023 0 .000
0.000 0.073 o.000
0.0ol00 0.t23 0.000oo
0.000 0.223 0 .000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATICON
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 CREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP














MSFC TWT 544-X LAUNICI Yp:HICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUtlCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNtCH VEHICLE
I--i -7 f- rr -T"--- I -' I - I I I I' I I I I , 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OC4ItNC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.073 0.000
STUDIES T301IS1 0.000 0.123 0.000
STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.223 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFOCRMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 S. Ifl.
0.000 LREF 2.02i0 IN.
0.000 CeEF 4.4600 Itl.
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-10 - . - - 4
ANGLE
OATA SET SYMBCA. CCONIGURATIOCN DSCRIPTICN
I(0BYtO9) MSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8Ot1105 HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE'STUDIES
(Bt11071 ) MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
(Bt1109) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
I .1
- ta a 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ARBINC IS ELtVTR
T315tt 0.000 '0.023 0.000
T30151 0.000 0.073 0.000
tS3151 0.000 0..12S 0.ooo













































VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP






















- 8 - 6
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
O.* t. 1 "r'- r r -- i- -- r---r -rr----r
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(et710o9 ) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
(e7.110) ,B MSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
YtO7107) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
















































VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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12 -to - 6
DATA SET SYMHOr CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(?17tO9) 2 MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
B17t1051 )' MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(711107) 0 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(B719 )) MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
-4 - 2 0 a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACKI ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR-
STUDIES TSOISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.073 0.000
STUDIES T30SI 0.000 0.123 0.000
STUDIES T3OI St 0.000 0.223 0.000
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP


























(B71109) 8(BttSO )IB71tO9} U
- U
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIcON
MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSPC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TrT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
i. , I 
: i - I













MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.1
- 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T3OISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T3OISt 0.000 0.073 0.000
STUDIES T3O1St 0.000 0.123 0.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B71069) Q SrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
'( o1105) £1 a SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(871107) SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLC








- 0 a 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS tLCVTR
T301S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
T$OIS0 0.OOO 0.o73 0.000
T30tSt 0.000 0o.13 o.000







a a o tit
REPERENCE INFORMATION








VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
i.o I--"---t" l---l-- ---- r- 1-T M -- I-
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301iS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.073 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISI 0.000 0.123 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30IS1 ' 0.000 0.223 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 eREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SymBOL CoCIGURATION ODESCRIPTION 0R019 NC TS tLEVTR RUDDER
MSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3tSI .0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
HMSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOICS T3011S 0.000 0.073 0.000 0.000
MSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301OS 0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000



























ANGLE OF ATTACK; ALPuA DEnGEES
DATA SET srYM3C CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OR2INC YS ELEVTR
I(87189) Q NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000
(1ttO5) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OlSt 0.000 0.073 0.000
(7tO19 ) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30tSt 0.000 0.123 0.00087110  U N   4X  ICLE I  1SI 2
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8o00 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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.00t.,
DATA SET SYHSOL
t(B71 09) 8(S7109) 
-10 .
CONVIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTION /
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHNCLE
NSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSKC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
I I
- 4 - t 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, C
CSoINC YS
STUOIES TS0151 0.000 0.023
STUDIES TSOISi 0.000 0.07o
STUOICS T3OISt 0.000 0.123







































VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP




- i i I
STMBCL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHTCLE
IHSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MHSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
- 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OnFREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T301tS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.073 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000




































VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP




















( 'tO89: Q 




HNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIECS
NSrC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
NSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIE01S
NSeC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUIE01S
1 .1 I
-4 - a a









































































I p-n Inl 0n F-Fi 
VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
f*r - r r I r I -I -I f 1- r r -- r--T - -r-----r-t--r---
.6 I _ ....- ;__ _ _
I
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HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE





- 2 o 2 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CORINC YS ELEVTR
T301SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
T30151 0.000 0.073 0.000
T30tSi 0.000 0.123 0.000
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MACH 1.95 PAGE 157
VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA; DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OR8tNC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.073 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30OIS 0.000 0.123 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.223 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SC.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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-I_ -.0 - . - 4 -
ANGLE
DOAT SCTSYMBr.L CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
e(BlOS) Q NSeC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
(8S1105) I "NSPC TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(t1107lI) MS7WC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLC STUOIES
¢e87110) U NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES














S S t0 ti
RUDDOOCR . RCPCRNCC INPORNATION
0.000 SRer 7.8600 IQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.060O IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF A
GArA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(.71oe9) ' DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
(71105tO) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISI
(71t07?) P MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301St









0.000 SREF 7.900 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.







VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
o.v. r -- -t -r--- r T -t ---T -- "t-
a
SYNBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCR ALL COI
SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
U NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORIINC VS ELCVTR RUDDeR
NOITI ONS 0.000 O.O.. 0.000 0.000
STUOIES T3OISt 0.000 O.0 3 0.000 0.00
STUDIES T3015l 0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000















































VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP






















-10 - - - 4
ANGLE
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE





- a 0 a
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, 0
CRBtNC YS


















































DATA SET SYMBOCL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
a'7s100 0 DATA NOIT AVAILABLE .R ALL CO
(87ttO0 LI MSFrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
t(87110Z?) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
'07 109) U HSFC TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLC
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
NODITIONS 0.000 0.02S 0.000
STUDIES T301SI 0.000 O.Ots 0.000
STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.12S 0.000
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
.0 I I r , - r '-f- I--' T- r -- -
,ll
DATA SET SYMBOL
(971t08 ) 9( 7t 107 ) 
( 711 09 I
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. nEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.P800 SQ.IN.
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.07 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011S 0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
40T t r -T--1---I-Tr---r
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
COMFICURATION DESCRIPTION CRBINC YS CLCVTR
4SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISI 0.000 o0.0o 0.000
H4sPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.0T3 0.000
NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISt 0.000 0.t13 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OSS1 0.000 0.223 0.000
RUDDER RtEIERENCE INPORNATION
0.000 SREP 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF r.O0eO IN.
0.000 BREP 4.4600 IN.

























VARIATION OF SRM - HO






















-12 -10 - S - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF ATT
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DES'.RtPTION
(B71to09) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(l71105) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISI
(7lttO?) M HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SS
(et1109) SFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISt
TACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
o.000 0.073 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP















ODATA SET SYNBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(71os9 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS(Bto115) MSFC TWT $44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151(8?ttO1 "NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3S1SIt(571502) HNSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUItES T30151
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS CLEVTR RUDOOER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.073 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.223 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
.e0 r r r - r - r--.T T -r--Ir-'--- -r
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC VS ELEVTR RUDDER
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.0o2 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T011S 0.000 0.073 0.000 0.000
HSrc TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS01SI 0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACr
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE F'RO ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI

































VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
.to t-'I ' I I ' ] l - r- l r -I r----- -l- - l I-r-  I--r - -- r-I r--r'-






















VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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WSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MWSC rTW 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NHSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
WSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.3 , . .U -. 1 -. 2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CROINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES TS1OSt 0.000 o.os3 O.0o0 O.000
STUOIE TSOSt01 0.000 0.073 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP






















.9 . .T .6 .5 .4 .3
PITCHING M
dATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
(871105e3) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI
(871107) < MSFPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
(B711t09) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301Sl
(IMENT COEF F CENT, C 
CRBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0D.DO 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.073 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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.6. .S .4 .S .2
PITCHING MOMEN-
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
15FC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES




.1 . -. 1 -. 2
T COEFFICIENT. CLM
CRBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.0T3 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000
0.O00 .223 0 .000 0.000
MACH .90






















































VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR R
STUDIES T30ISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.073 0.000
STUDIES T30tSt 0.000 0.123 0.000













































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CRBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER






























VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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.0 -. 1 -. 2
J L.I.
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFrICIENT. CLrM
CORINC YS ELEVTR R
INDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T3SO1S 0.000 0.0o3 0.000
STUDIES T301S 0.000 0.123 0.000
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MACH 4.96
VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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(C7111 J)z 7t0 
-10 - e - 4 - . a 4
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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- a - e - 4 -2 0 a 4 6 S 10o i
BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3O1S1
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301tS
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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CONFICURATIO4 DESCRIPTION
FSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
NSrC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
4SKC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES






CRBINC YS CLtVVTR RUOOER
0.000 O.03 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.o73 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCR ALL CONDITIONS























































VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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CONCFIURAT1IC4 DESCRIPTION
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3015
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Frei ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
_y rt -tr-- -1 -r--r _








--.r, - t - , - . - I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A71090) MHSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
(cr7106)s MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30ISI
(c1tt09) MHSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISI
(CT IO) MHSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI
BETA
ORBINC Y5 ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0D.03 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
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- a . - 4
SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
OATA NtOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSC TWT s44X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUOIES TS3031
O HSKC TWYT 44X LAUNCH VEHtlCLC STUDOIS T31OS1
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VARIATION OF SRM - HO TANK GAP
.LI? _ _ *, , r r I l------r--r - r-
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BETA






(C 1110 }( ctl Ili 
L
SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION4 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI8 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSt
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSI
BETA
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.073 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.123 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DOI
r - I r - ,r i - . T 7 -
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION MRStNC YS ELEVTR RUOOER
MSPC TWT $44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STU.DIS T901St 
-1.300 0.023 0.000 '0.000
DATA NOT AVALABLE PO ALL .CNOITION 
-1.500 0.023 o.000 0.000DATA N.T AVAILABLE pri ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 .0.023 0.000 0.000































VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIl




SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90S1S
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS









I - -I - t r 1 I 
: 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 SREP 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONCICGURATIN DESCRIPTION
(B7t129) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLC STUDIES TOS131
(Bt31 )S DATA NOT AVAILABLE tOR ALL CONItTIONS
(elS133) DATA NOT AVAILABLEC I- ALL CONOITIONMS
(e71135) NHSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDOtS T0OISI
*TTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
R0BINC YS CLtVTR RUDDER
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-. 5a00 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 O.Oa3 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.0 2 0.000 0.000












VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
% ---- T -r- '!'--T ' '' T- 'r --- T-' ' - T ..- r-r-1---r- - -r- "t -r I'T"
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
- 4 - 2 U 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T901SI -1.500 0.023 0.000
'NDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
,NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000




































































4SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rCOr ALL CO
HSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OBSINC VS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T9OtS1 -1.SOO 0.023 0.000 0.000
NOtTICNS -t.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
TNDITtN4S 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIlS T9OeQS 0.000 O.Ot3 0.000 0.000
r - r- -r -l - i- - -I -1 -e I I r i '












VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
I -r f I''-r r l -I r ;- j ! I it- - r fi t I- , * ! , i I ! , , , i , ! i
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6' a -t*o h -· A -- 4 .L - 0 {4 4 6 ·
ANGIFE Of ATTACK; A PHAi OEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATIN ODESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
I(BY129) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901SI 1.s00 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 S.1
(871131) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 -1. 00 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
(B71153) C HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 OREF 4.4600 tN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
.· ' ' ' '-i r ' '- r rI I TT--T--T .. .. r---r--r'-r- 7-r" 
,_ . ............ ,_ _ ., . iI








-10 - - -4
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871129) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE pOR ALL CON0ITIONS
(7l1131 ) NSrC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(Bt71133) NSC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
(et135 U DATA NO'T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOTIOJNS
MACH 1.47
- I 0 a 4 6


















































VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA;
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
D 0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FORC ALL CONDITIONS
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902St
rNSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
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MACH 1.95
VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK


























-t0 to - - - 4 -
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SY4eOL4. CTrIGURATION DESCRIPTION
test12) Q ODATA NOT AVAILABLE CdR ALL CONDITIONS
(Bt1131) 1 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS90S3
(871133) MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES 9023S1





















VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
, -- r r-7--rT - --T '-T--I --- r-T--r-r--r -- r-T-T- T--r-r--r --.-
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-to - 8 - - 4 - 2 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRiPTION COBINC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCOR ALL CONOITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUODIES T92SI -1.500 0.023 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9O25t 0.000 0.023 0.000


































VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. OI,
















r--r v -- I - 1 I r I 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ORINC Ys tLEVTR
NSPC TWT 344X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T1SI . -1.900 0.023 0.000
OATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-1.500 0.013 .000
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONlDTIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TVT S44x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1 0.000 O0.03 0.000
RUODER REFLtRNCE INFORNATION
0.000 SREP 7.6800 SG.tN.
0.000 LREP 2.0260 IN.
0.000 BRtr 4.4600 IN.


















































(571133) I 5 )I13 5I
CONFIGURATIOCN OESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FORi ALL CC
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
-4 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T901SI -1.SOO o0.023 o.oo
:NOITIONS -1.a00 0.023 0.000
,NDITIIS 0.000 0.02a3 0.000
STUDIES T901SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
- I-r T 'l r "- I 1 - I -- I I I I I
:
RUDDER REFtRENCE INFORIATION
0.000 SREr 7.9800 SQ.lN.
0.000 LREF 2.o80o IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
Ir--- I r 'r ;
0.o r---- -jT -----r .---.i ~ ~ ~ ~~~____ I- ~ - - - p y ~ - -r -- t F I I i 
0. 5 ' - -I.'
SYNAOL CCNVtGCURATICN DESCRIPTION
R NSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABL FprR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLEC F. ALL CO
NSC. TWT S44X LAUNCH VeHICLC
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CR"tNC TS ELEVTR
STUOICS T901t1 -St.00 0.023 0.000
DOtTtONS -1t.500 0.Oa 0.000
MINOITONS 0.000 0.02S 0.000
STUIOtS T90151 0.000 O.03 0.000
RUDDER RCFtRENCC INFOR#ATION
0.000 SREC ?.e600 SO.IN.
0.000 LREP 3.O02e IN.
0.000 BRtp- 4.4SOO IN.
























4FsC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO0
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CrO
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
- 4 - a 0 a 4 6
ANGLE IF ATTACK, ALPHA. IEGEES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T901S1 -t.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
NDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000






























VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. OIAMIETER TANK
o wp f'-l-?n t ,'--t-----i ,, I~ l !r r -r- -Ir-- -l--T----- -1
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. I . . . I . . . . . . .. 1
-t0 - - - - -4 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. C
CONFIGCURATION OESCRIPTION pBsINC YS
MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCM VEHICLE STUDIES T90151 -1.*00 0.023
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fr ALL CONDITIONS -I.S0O 0.023
DATA NOT AVAILABLE OEr ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.o23
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK



















-1.0 s 0 - 4
-1.2 _t -10 -_ - 4 - E
ANGLE OF A
OATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(e71129) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901SI
(B71131) SFPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9025S
(87tt33) H MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9O0St






0.000 0.023 0 .000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.88600 SQ.tN.
0.000 LREP 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
0.w r .... T...- tr - -7 .- -. , -.~ . --(.- -.--t---~.---f~.-- r~.1..-, T -- .-- t1-r-. _ --t r-r .-- ~~7--- -.. . -, ,` . , , , . ,' , . ,' I r
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SCT SYMl80L CONPIOURATION DOSCRIPTtON-
(BSll2g) 0 DATA NOT AVAtLABLE OR. ALL CCONOITIONSC
(ertl1lli NSFC TWT 844X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIE:S T9O2S1
(7r1133') SrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T90CSI
(8t1$35 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR' ALL CONDITIONS
MTTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CRBINC VS ECLVTR RUDOOER
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1. 500 0.0323 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.0113 0.000 0.00
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FO'R ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TwT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TgrSI
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ANGLE
OATA SET SYMBOL CC'NCGURATION OESCRIPTICON
I(Bt112: DATA NOT AVAILALE PrOR ALL C'NONITIONS(871131) I SPC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDICS
(8$1133)$ N SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
B711t3S) DATA NOT AVAILABLtE OR ALL CONOITIONS
..- - . . A . .. I ... I . I .. . -
-OF AACK LPH. 4
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FrR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA rNOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. r
ORBINC YS
NDITIONS -1.500 O.023
STUDIES T90ZSt -1. 00 0 .02
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYHBCOL CONCFGURATI5N OESCRIPTICr
(e8129) C) NSPrC ThWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1
(871131 OATA NIT AVAILA LC PrOR ALL CODNOITICNS
t871133) DATA NOT AVAtIAeLE FrEC ALL CONOITIT CS
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ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871129) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(e71131) £ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(e87133 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE PFO ALL CONDITIONS
71135) U MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
I I
-2 0 2 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
T901S1 -1.500 0.023 0.000
-1.500 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE
CONFtGCURATlN OESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE pFR ALL CCONDTICOJS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Pro ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
1
- 0 a 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CRBINC YS ELEVTR
T90151 -1.500 0.023 0.000
-1t.00 0.013 O.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE
CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILAELE FOR ALL CONODITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
.1
- 2 0 2
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ANGLE OF ATTACt
C?,4FIG URATtC, N OESCRIPTION
iSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VtEHCLE STUOIES T901S1
DATA NOT AVAILABLt FOR ALL CONODITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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.40 frr r r , I -Ir - I r r r - r --rI -I I1-I I r- I r I - I T, I T pr I I- I I I I I *I I I wI If 
SYMHEC_ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
H MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLIE OF ATTACK; ALPHAo, DEGREES
C4stNC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T90tSI -1.500 0.023 0.000
STUDIES 90'2Si -1.500 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T9:.251 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T9O1SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8900 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0260 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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SYMBSL CCINFtG URATION OtSCRIPTION
DATA NIT AVAILAeLE cOR ALL CCONOITIONS
M14FC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
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ANfRLE F ATTACK, ALPHA. EGREES
CCONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FrR ALL CONDITIONS -1.S0 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI -1.S00 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.*800 SQ.(N.
*0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 8REF 4.4600 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B71129) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
(BtIls1) NSFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(Bttl$3) a Msrc TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLE
(B71135) DATA NOT AVAILABLE rFRA ALL CO
- 4 -a a O 4





-1.00 0.023 0. 000
STUDIES T9'2SI 0. 000 0.023 0.000
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNFCH VEHICLE
HSrC TWT 5441X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT VAILABLE FrA ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BIINC YS ELEVTR
NDOITIONS -1. 00 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T9S2S1 -1.5o00 0.023 0.000
STUDIES TS9OSI 0.000 0.023 0.000oo
NDO ITIONS O.000 0.023 0.000oo
RUDDER REFERENCE INFCRNATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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- a - 6
CCINFtGURATION DESCRIPTIOt
HSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA N'.T AVAILABLE FCR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FrC4 ALL CO
HSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
- 4 - 0 a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA ODEGREES
CRBINC YS tLEVTR
STUDIES T901S1 -1.500 0.023 0.000
:OI DTICONS -t. 00 0.023 0.000
NDI1 T1ON 0.000 0.023 0.000
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SYMeOL CONFIGURATIOiN OESCRIPTICN2 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FrA. ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FrAC ALL CC
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
)ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T901SI t -1t500 0.023 0,00D
,NDITIONS . -1.500 0.023 0.000
NODITIONS - 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T901St 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFC.MHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
?t1t9) ; MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90t1S
(6Sri t ) L DATA NiT AVAILABLE FOr ALL CONDITIONS
Be¥1T155) DATA NOT AVAILABLC PFl ALL CONDITICONS
ceB135s) i NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TgO1SI
MTTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CRBINC YS ELCVTR RUDDER
-1.t00 0.023 0.000 0.000
-1 . 00 0.03 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.02S 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
.40 r 'f- r -- I t I7-- r - I -- r - i - 1 I-*---i --- I -- r----Tl I -T - r- FI - l-- T - rT- ' - I - I I - I I - I I I I I I I I 




HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S2
DATA NOT AVAILACLE FOR. ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILAELE FO4 ALL CONDITIONS














0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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.. 10-io - a
CO*NFIGURATION ODSCRIPTION
MSFC TWT $44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NO'T AVAILABLE FOR ALL COlOITlONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC4 ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATtON DESCRIPTION
B71129) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9015S
(e171131, t MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
(ertt33) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OZSI
(07B1? S) N MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90OSt
x .15
C0cn-o -a 
LU ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ NL _____
QlT .E 10 eL CMICRt'N OECIT~
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





I I I I I
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 eREF 4.4600 IN.
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DATA NOT AVAILAbLE Frc ALL. CONOITIONS
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T92.SI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHtCLE STUDIES T902SI















O0 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
DO LREF 2.0280 IN.
DO GREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
.40 Tr- t -- y r I '- - r r - I- Vr I v I I r-- -r-j-v-t -r- -r ! I-- I -1--- v 1 - I I I I I I
.1S
.25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDIT[ONS -L.500 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251 -1.500 0.023 0.000
a MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.O800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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- 6 . I a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CRBINC YS ELEVTR
Bt1129) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
¢et131) L r45FC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T92t . 0.023 0.000
tt71133) MSFC TaT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOr2SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(71 29) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
18e7131) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
(ITS133) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBL CONFICGURATICN 0ESCRIPTICN ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
(rt1289) ) MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
7B12131) L) DATA NOT AVAILABLE F'r ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
(er133) DATA NOT AVAILABLE F0R ALL C'NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CGO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OR3BINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T9015t -1.500 0.023 0.000
NDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
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Il0 I - I I -- r r I - I T - -I r-r v- ru t- 1"r, g I- I T- -I I--- r--l - - f
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a 6 -4 - a
CONFtGURAT:ON DESCRIPTloN
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FrO. ALL Cr+
OATA NOT AVAILAPLE FOR ALL CgO
MSeC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
I
0 a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
OR8tNC VS ELEVTR
STUDIES T90151 -1.500 0.023 0.000
NOITIONS - .$00 0.023 0.000
ND ITOTNS 0.000 0.023 0.000























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION 0RB1NC YS ELEVTR
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901SI -1.500 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C-NDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC.R ALL CONDITI'NS 0.000 0.023 0.000
ISFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901IS 0.000 0.023 0.000
1.00
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 SREP 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 CREF 4.4600 IN.
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-10 - · - 6 - 4 - a 0 a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
L CNCPIGURATIMN DESCRIPTION IORBINC VS ELEVTA
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90151 -1.500 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.5S0 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE r1rA ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK,
CCMNtGURAT~ION OESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rO4R ALL CNODITIONS
MSPC rwT 344X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9gr2SI
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SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR4 ALL COI
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
< MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
O DATA NOT AVAILACLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CRBINC YS ELEVTR
NDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T902S1 -1t.00 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.tN.
0.000 LREF 2.0250 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOdR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STU01ES
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOC ALL CONDITIONS
-r 0 a
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
(B71129) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
I(71131) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDI0ES T902SI -1.500 0.023 0.000
(t71133) 0 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 0.000
(7113~5) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.eB00 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 SREF 4.4600 IN.
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CONFIGURATICN OESCRIPTI.N
MHSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FrCA ALL CC#
DATA IOT AVAILACLE FrC ALL COP
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.4 .3 .2 .1 .0 --. -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORDBINC Y5 CLEVTR Rl
STUDIES T9ItSt -1.S00 0.023 0.000
NDITItrMS -1.W00 0.02S 0.000
NOlTTIrNS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T9oISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
UDDER REVERENCE INPFORATiON
O.000 SREP r.eo00 SQ0.IN
0.000 LREF 2.0260 IN.
0.000 aBRC 440oo N.
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9 .8 .7 .6 .5
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
HSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBtNC YS ELEVTR R
STUDIES T901SI -1.500 0.023 0.000
NDITIONS -1t.00 0.023 0.000
jNDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T901SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
UDDER REFERENCE INFORMATICN
0.000 SREF 7.0800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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.6 . .6e .S .4 . 3
PITCHING M
COINFIGURATION OESCRIPTIC"I
ISPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHCLE STUOIES T90tSt1
OATA NOT AVAILALC CrFi ALL CCODITTICtNS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Ori ALL C401DTION5
NSrC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T9OISI
.2 .1 .0 -.1
IOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR R
-1. 00 0.023 0.000
















































VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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.8 .7 .6 .5
CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE F'R ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. t
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT; CLM
C4"BINC YS ELEVTR R
STUDIES T901SI -. 5S00 0.023 0.000
N01TIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
ND l T I IS 0.000 0.023 0.000
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK















-. .8 .o .6 .5 .4 .3
PITCHING M
DATA SET SYHBPO CC4IFIGURATI'CI DESCR[PTIC11
(C71129) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHtCLE STUDIES T90151
C71131) DATA NOT AVAILASLE FrX- ALL CCOtDITIOCNS
(C71133) DATA tICT AVAILACLE F'fR ALL CCONDITICNS(E71135) HSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901SI
MACH 1.10
I ill ll l I l l lfl l "J
.· 2 .t 0 -. 1 -. 2 -.3 -.4 -. 5 -.6
IOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORelINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATIOCN
-1.soO 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8eoO S.tN.
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.02e0 IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.00 BEREF 4.4600 1tN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 XHMP 3.3600 IN.











VARIATION OF ORBITER I-NCIDENCE FOR ~12 IN. DIAM~itER TANK
~.¥ ~ ' [ ' "- I r T : I -r-It - tI rrr- i i r ;- 
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I A1 Fe I - Tn-
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TA, SE T SYMo. L
1' I 1 ) Q
t7il13 )
I 1
_A .? .e .-
CrtIFC!GURATt !-. DCEgCiflT!ION
MSFC TWT 544X L*AUNC4 VEHtCLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUINCHi VEiHICLE
M'FC TWT 544iJ LAuiiCH VEHICLE
1 I I I
.4 .3 .Z .1 .0 -. 1
































0.000 SREF T.s$ti So.IAN.
0.000 LREF 2.02EO IN.
o.ood · REF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRnp .i60o lij.
YHRP 0.0003 Ih.


































VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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(e71135), 8::e::::i 6 
: Br: :: 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
1. CONFIGUItURATION DESCRIPTION l#tBINC YS tLtVTR RUDDER
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONtDTtONS -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES t92s$1 -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
HSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9O2SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
. OATA NT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
1.47
































VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
.? -i IT r--r'r '- I"-T'"r'-.  r 'T"T I 1 -r-,-T'r Er-T--r-'I-TT--r- ' rTI-r"I--F-r --'rr-r-r'-rl r !-'1 T r r I I r ! I I I I I I . I , I I I 
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( 871131 ) 
(B71135)(e71S 35) :er::::) 8
COt:FIGURATION DESCRIPTICN
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA N'T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CORBINC TS ELEVTR R
NDITI'NS -1.S00 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T90ZSI -1.S00 0.023 0.000 I
STUDIES T9¢eSI 0.000 0.023 0.000
ND I T I ONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
UDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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.8 .7 .6 .s .4 .3
PITCHING M
CONFICGURATION DOECRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9O2St
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI
DATA NOT AVAILAeLE F0R ALL CONDITIONS
.3 .1 .0 -.1 -. 2
O10MENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
RBSINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
-1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
-t.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.03 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000










































VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902Si
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
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VARIATION OF ORBITER 
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NCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
I ' -, -, -I r--r- --.T- - .,--r r -r .. g... . ,., ..---.--r --- .- -- t- t,- ...
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,BETA
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-t0 a - 6 - 4 *2
BETA
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a) 4 6I a ' 10tO it
-r i- f -- I, I - f I I
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OtIS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDTTIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
.l I f T I V - r t 'l I i I r I ' 1- I i -' l--"- v-'-- V.. ...l I I f-' -l ' 
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I~ -~0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 Q ;l 4 9 SQ $~
BETA





-t2 -IC a 6 -4 -2 a
BETA







-10o -a - -4 - 2
DATA SET SYMBOL CrONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A71130) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T91ISI
(A71132) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
1A-1134 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fr' ALL CONDITIONS



















G 8 tO t2
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000o SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN,
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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BETA
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-to - a 6 - 4 - a
CCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOOISt
DATA NOT AVAILABLE CJR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FO1R ALL CONDITIONS














4 a t10 It
RUDDER REVERENCE INPORNATION
0.000 SREF *.SO60 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0ZO0 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 -IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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CA71134 8(A71136) a( ::ttSG)
-10 -8 - -4 -
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90SIS1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FMR ALL CONDITIONS
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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__LI LL. ~ f ±1± l.L. 1LL . L.L.L L_-. L .--- I~~~~~ ~~~ ~    ~ ~ ~ .I .I. 
-it - a - -4 -a
BETA
BETA
a t 4 · * 10 tO
BETA
DATA StT SYMBOL CrONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC TS ELEVTR
(ATI130 ) Q bSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OISI -1.00 0.023 0.000
(A¥1t32) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -1.500 0.023 0.000
(A75154)' - DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(AT1136) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOOISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
MACH
RUODER REFERENCE INFIORNATION
0.000 SRCE Y ?.8800 s. IN.
0.000 LREV 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. OIAMETER TANK
*¥ r- r r - I -i -r r r ' f I t I- r- r I r'- I' t - ..... r t---r - V ' ' "7 r ' --'f1 .. T ?'1'~ -r r - I ? I i I I 
_I, t -tot a a _ a _ a 4_ aa.
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'tI _ .- ,4 . ,__ , __ __ .0C-= - I -_- ..- C '__---,_ .__----_
BETA
-. 25 











MSFC TW? 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
BETA
CRBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
T9OISi -1.500 0.023 0.000 0.000
T9r2SI -1t.00 0.023 0.000 0.000
T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
"~- - __+ ,_ ,_, -- ........... ... ...... . ...........J- '! i ... .. . .. ...... -.......
.6 + 1 ' _,______,_______ _i 
iF- - . r _ .. __ - . i____ ___
-; s _, - ._
-··I_ 
_ _.... _ _ ;
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I -I . . i"
I I IL I A
i -tO - 0 - 1 4 t20 I
BETA
i -10 -· - 4 6 0 0 1 2i
BETA
I . I 1 . IIIIII
I II I -- I -n. IIv
| ] I I I- I I -- I r --,..
~ ~,..__ 
-10 - 6 -4 a O i . 4 a a 10
DATA SEr SYmeoL CONFIGURATION. OESCRIPTICN
(A71130) · DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
A7ISI2) M NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902Sl
(At7S1 ) FSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO925t







YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE IN'ORNATION
0.02S 0.000 0.000 SRerP T.800 S.tIN.
0.023 0.000 0.000 LREr 2.0260 IN.
0.02S 0.000 0.000 BREP 4.4600 IN.
0.02S 0.000 0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
VNRP 0.0000 IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER I





DATA NOT AVAtLABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI

















0.000 SREF T.8800 $Q.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 8REF 4.4600 IN.
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VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE pOFl ALL CONDITIONS
MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI




















































VARIATION OF ORBITER INCIDENCE FOR 312 IN. DIAMETER TANK
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE F4R ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI
































EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
. -- "-r T '-*F '"-- T---T--'*T----*--'T---' -
f-i'









-t3 -so - 6 - -4 -
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPICURATION OESCRIPTION
(e7o10)9 ) HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
(871091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8'111tT) DATA NO1T AVAILABLE rfR ALL CONDITIONS
(81'119) t SPCs TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S6
MACH
TTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ClRBINC TS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000











EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
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-10 - 8 - 6 - 4
ANGLE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FGR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
- a 0 a 4 6
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORCINC YS ELEVTR
T301Si 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000






I I . ,. . . . I . . · I . . I I f . . I . . I . . I . . . . . I . I .0 1 3 
REFERENCE INPORMATION





































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
CC.NFIGURATIOcN DESCRIPTION ORRINC VS ELEVTR
4SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOtES T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000
DOTA N.T AVAILABLE Mr ALL CHONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NtOT AVAILABLE FCOR ALL CONOITtONS . 000 0.02o 0.000
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOrES T3OIS6 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REPERENCE INPORNATION
0.000 SRCtr .6800 $S.IN.
0.000 LREP 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




MACH .90 PAGE 257
EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OR0INC YS ELEVTR
MSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3SO1S 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCA ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30tS6 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 eREF 4.46800 IN.
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EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES













DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFICGURATION OESCRIPTICN
(371069) Q MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
(T71092 I DATA N',T AVAILABLE COR ALL CONDITIONS
(e8t t1?) DATA TNOT AVAILABLE OR IALL CONDITIONS









0.000 SRIr .8eO00 So4.tN.
0.000 LRtF a.0Vo0 IN.
0.000 BRtI 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XNRP 3.3600 IN.
YNRP 0.0000 tN.
ZNP 0.3.4r0 IN.




EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES













DATA st T SYMBOL
(B71089)
(e1t 19)
I" ' ', e' ll l l l l l at
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
COrNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORSINC YS ELEVTR
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS302S 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COCNDXTIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATtON
0.000 SREF 7.800o S.ItN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.





EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES







DATA SET SYMNe8L CONFICURATION DESCRIPTtip
(87109) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONITIONS
8109t1 1) MSIC TWT 344X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8711171) MSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES(Ptt1119) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CtNDtITIONS
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CROINC IYS CLtVTR RUODtR
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
T325t1 0.000 0.02S 0.000 0.000
TS3C2S6 0.000 0.023 0.000 O.DOU








ZNRP - 0.2t40 tN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALC
PAGE 2611.46
EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
· I - - r- r. rI r I -- I -' -
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. - i
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-10 S - 6
1
- 4 - 2 0
1
a 4 6 a t0 2a
ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTIO.N oRBINC YS ELEVTR
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302o 1 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T302r 6 0.000 0.023 0.000




























































EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
0.? I - r I--- " - i t , r 'r fr- r" - V ' - "- --- ' rT-'-r
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MSFC TWT 944x LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSPC TWT 344X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COr
MSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE
-4 - 0 4 _
ANGLE.OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CRBINC YS ELEVTR RUDOER
STUDIES T3015i 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T302S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NDI0TIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CeNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OR1BINC YS. ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAIlABLE FeZ ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544Y LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3S02S6 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE F'RA ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES



























-t -so -s · - 4 -
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBLA CONICGURATI'ON DtSCRIPTION
(8710s9) A DATA NOT VAILABLE FrO ALL CONOITICNS(e logi } MSISC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLC STUDIES T30S25
I(87I11} 7 NSKC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S6(et71119) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C'NOITICONS
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OQBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
.0.000 0.023 0.000 ' 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
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EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
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___ I_ _ ______i
-_ -
CONFIGURATI.ON DESRnIPTIlO*
4SrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NCT AVAILAOLE F'AC ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
I
- 4 -2 0 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEDEREES
ORlShNC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES TM011S 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30231 0.000 0.023 0.000
NOITt ONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUOIES T30tS6 0.000 0.023 0.000
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EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
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DATA NOT AVAILA0LE F':A ALL COP
SFrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 844X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC4I ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
ND T I ONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T3021S 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES . T3CS26 0.000 0.023 0.000









































































I - - I I I f I I t I I I I I I I -
ANGLE OF ATTACKe ALPHA nDEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICON ORBINC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILACLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S6 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA IOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
,40 r t- I r T r -r cI -it I r- ---I - --r T--r-r-T 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CrNFlGCURATION DESCRIPTIOcN ClBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3'02S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
OATA NOT AVAILABLE P41R ALL CONOITICS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000






























EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
.40 f- r T --l I - r I I r- I I I- 1--ll - r I - - --- I-- - .l 1 -- -- i- t - I!- I -- I I I I I I I I I ' I I | I r I "
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONC DESCRIPTION OReINC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SG 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.02S 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.00O SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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DATA SET SYCMBOL.




- G - 4 - a
ANGLE OF A
CCONFICURATION DESCRIPTtON
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FC4 ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SI
MSFC TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3S02S6

















* * 10 it
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMRATION
0.000 SREF 7.8600 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 EREF 4.4600 IN.
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MACH 1.95
EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET
.20 l ' 1 1 r -r- ' r - T











MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DFGREES
C'B INC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T302S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
NDI TIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30S156 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SO.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0290 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL Cr
HSMC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FCr ALL CO
-r - ! s-s -- '- -' --- I -- I ' ' I I 1
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS .ELEVTR RUDDER
NO ITIONS 
-0.000 0.02S 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T30C251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T302S6 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
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EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES















ANGLE OF ATTACKw ALPHA. DEmREE
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAII.ABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3C02S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S6 0.000 0.023 0.000
: DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MACH 1.95
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATICON
0.000 SREF 7.800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0260 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.





EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
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( e,7 11)C BI 11) Q
5 7 19} )
.a .7 .6
CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
DATA NOT AVAILABLE F'R ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.4 .3 .3 .1 .0 -.1 -.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
OIBtINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES 730ISt 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
ONOITIIONS .O000o 0.023 0.000 0.000
ONDITICMS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUOIES T3OIS6 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
MACH .90




BREF 4.400 . N.
XNRP 3.3600 ' IN.
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EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES

































HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HMSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
PITCHING MOMFNT COFFFTrTFNT. rLM
OCBINC YS ELEVTR R
STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
NDOTITTNS 0.000 0.023 .000 
STUDIES T30156 0.000 0.023 0.000
i'l -3l i I ! I- v r I i. I I I i r 
_ _ _ _ @t ,, _ _ 
_~~~~~~~~- 
RUDDER REFERENCE INFOR4MATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.









































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR4 ALL COND1TIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3O25St
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OZSG
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIJNS
1.46
-11 1 1 ,'-l " I1 1 II I- ,I I I I i'
.· .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2
O1MENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
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.9 .8 .7 .6 .5 .4 .3
PITCHING M
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) * DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SI
(871117) 4 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3O2S6
-(71119) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
r -r-F 'j 'r i i i i i i i i i i i i i i t i 1 ip 1 z
~T~' r 'l~r II I I I 1 I I I I z ( i I I I I I I Ij
~T'*r~l'*[l fl ll ll l ff ll· lill il l~
I~~~~~~~~~
.2 .1 .o -. 1 -. 2
1OMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC VS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000










EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
r"- ·---·- r-i- - --------
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t
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0 a 4 6 10 oI
BETA
-to - e - - 4 . -a a a 4 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAATI.N DESCRIPTION
IA7I090 MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OIS1
¢A71092) *"DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A-PtIe) DATA NT AVAILABLE PCO'.ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30TSI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONODTIONS

















0.000 SREF 7.8800 S0.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
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BETA
-TI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
lt -to -a4 -4 .4 10 it
BETA
Ia -a -8 - - 4 a I 4 4· a 0 la
BETA
DATA SET SYMB4..L CCNFIGURATION ODESRIPTIC1N
(A?1090) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLt FOR ALL CONDITICONS
(AI 92) L HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(At111 a)., HSIC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES






























EFFECT OF SRM ROCKET NOZZLES
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-a - 6 -4 - a
BETA
SYMPCCL CNFIGtURATI.. N DESCRIPTION .
DATA NOT AVAILACLE FOC ALL CO'IDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3¢023
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3C,2S6
'DATA N1CT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCNDOITI,:NS
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS A'
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-to - a 6 -4 0 a . S1tO1
DATA SET SYmOC'L CNFIGURATICMN OESCRIPTICN
(7?t109 . Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNHCH VEHICLE 
(B71091) ATA NOIT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
(7O097?) I SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(e71099) L DATA fClT AVAILABLE FOR ALL Cr'-
(7etl03) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNICH VEHICLE
(i?71I01)$ E fATA NOT AVAILABLE Fr, ALL COCI
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
OCRBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES TC30151 0.000 0.023 0.000
,NDITIONS .0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T3OISI 0.000 0.023 10.000
-OITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T3OISI 0.000 0.023 -10.000






























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
MSFC TWT s44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOtSt 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 .OOO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T31OtS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
.I r-"r--r-'t--t 
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HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FrA ALL CONDITIONS
3SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUDIES
DATA N'jT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA N'T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
- a o a
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. C
ORABINC YS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 0lRBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011S 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS n.o000 0.02 0.000 0.000
HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOIS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
t SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000



















































-2 -10 - - - 4 - 2
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBSL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8710 89 ) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
1B71091) DATA NrOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(671097) SFrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T73011
(B61099) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FpR ALL CONDITIONS
(671103) Nsc TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30111
(?t7101) 0DATA NOT AVA:LABLE FO ALL CONDITIONS
TTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC IS. ELEVTR RUOOER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0 000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -1o00. 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORHATION
SREFP 7.800 SG.IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSt 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3SOSt 0.000 0.023 10.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 10.000MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011S 0.000 0.023 -10.000
MSFC TWT S44x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 -10.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8e00 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0250 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XHRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
























-12 -0 - 8 - -4
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(0710t9) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8O1091) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(971097) DATA NOT AVA4LABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(71099) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(t71103) A D TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(711 01) ( HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLC STUDIES
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELtVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 .10.000
T30251 0.000 0.023 10.000
0.000 0.02a -10.000
























-i' -0 t - -e 4
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
L871089) D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B71091) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(eto7109 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL.CONDITIONS
(B7t099) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(B71103) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87 101) Y MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CORINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
T302St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
T302OS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRI
(t71089) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR
(t71091) LI MSC TWT 544X LAUNCH V
(71o097) , DATA NOT AVAILABLE FrR
(871099) MSC TWT 544X LAUNCH V
(8711033 DATA NOT AVAILA8LE FOR
(871101t ) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH V
- 4 -2 0 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. C
PTlrN ORBINC VS
ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023
EHICLE STUDIES T302S1 0.000 0.023
ALL CCONDITIONS 0.000 0.023
IEHICLE STUDIES T302SI 0.000 0.023
ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023
















































EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
, --r ---r-T - t-- .. I --- - I ! , --r- -T -t ---
X~~~~ r 4 4 .n B _ _
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_e e _^ _^ no^G o t
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COt
StC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
' MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
-4 - a U a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OR1tNC YS ELEVTR
NDITIONS 0.000 D.023 0.000
STUDIES T302S 0.000 0.023 0.000
)NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T302ZS 0.000 0.023 10.000
NOITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000













































































-t2 -1o - · - e - 4
ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CrNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Btmn$' e Q HSPrc TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(l871091) . D4ATA N3T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871093) 'I HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
( 71099) DATA NOiT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BT71tt) HS-C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
'(T8o 101) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
ORBINC YS tLEVTR RUOOEP
T301S1 0.000 C.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
T3OtSI 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
T301SI 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000




































^YTa rET 37G ....... CONFizoURKTi O N OCSCRIPTION
(t7109 I) 2 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE(e?7tO91)' DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
(B71097) MSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE(I87099 D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
ieri oS) S3FC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(871101) (C D0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
- 4 -2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
,NOITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T301tS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000NOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000STUDIES T31OSI 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000






































DATA SEt SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
18t7109) 0 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
(B7109 ) D OATA tOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDIYIONS
(0. T7109t ) Q NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(B71099) oATA NOT AVAILABLE COR ALL CONOITIONS
(e71t03 ) MFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
(a71101) S DOATA NOjT AVAILABLC FOR ALL CONDITIONS
- c a * 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
"OR1INC YS tLtVTR
T3OISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.02 0,00
T30511 0.000 0.02 t10.000
0.000 O.002 10.000
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L ets Os ) D
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORSBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011S 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDOTIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30OSI 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS.02S 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS31SI 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000









































EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE



































HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE-
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSrC TWT 844X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
I I
L 4 _-t 0 r 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC TS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T301tS 0.000 0.02a 0.000 0.000
No0ITTONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T3OSIS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
OITTIONS 0.000 0.2 t 10.000 0.000
STUDIES T301tS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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(871 o99 ) 1(671101)
-1u - a - 6
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
tSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
4 .I 1 I I0 Ia 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OR8INC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T301SOSI 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30ISt 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.023 -10.000
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFICURATION. OESCRlPTION
::710( 9) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(I710t91) J IHSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(T71097 ), DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
(t71099) M HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
'(7T1 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COt(871t10) , MHSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
S O1
I
-4 - a a 4 a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
NODITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES TSO251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
STUDIES T3S25 0.000 0.02 10. 0000 0.000
NOITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000














































EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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-10 - a - - 4 -2 0 a 4 6 8 t10 12
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
GAYA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(B71089) D n ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(t8O71091 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOtIES T30251
( 8t109) D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Bto099) [ HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T302St
(871to3) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
_ I1, IIIII
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F j , j X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ANGLE OF ATT







AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
AVAILABLE F0R ALL CONDITIONS
544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS

































































































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS


































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
I(B10:9) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(71091) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871097) 0 SC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(811099) DATA NOT AVAtLBLE ro ALL CONDITIONS
(8It103) MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(8tt1t1) DATA NOT AVAiLABLE FRl ALL CONDITIONS
MACH .60
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC TS ELEVTR RUDDER
T3OISI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
T30151 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
T30151 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000










EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVCNS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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(871103)(e7tost) r( et tOS ) 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T3OISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T3OtSt 0.000 0.023 10.000
NDITIONS 0. 00 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T31tSt 0.000 0.023 -10.000
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MACH .80


















MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STU0IES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE COR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'rA ALL CONDITIONS
I
- a 0 . 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
T3 15t1 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
T3SOt S O.000 0.02 10.000
0.000 0.023 10.000
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ANGLE OF A
UATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871009) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES t30tSI
(871091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(t71097O MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI
(B81099) DATA N'OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87110 ) 3 HMSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI










0.000 SREF 7.8a00 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000D BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
0.000 ZMRP 0.2481 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
MACH 1.00 PAGE 306
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
2 NmSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
D ATA NO"T AVAILABLE rOR ALL CO
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
HSrC -TVT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
?DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OR8INC YS CLEVTR
STUDIES T301ISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
:O01 TtoNS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.023 10.000
NOlTICONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T3 I 51 0.000 0.023 -10.000






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRtPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
(S71gS} M SF'C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011 0.000 0.23S 0.000 0.000
(B71091 i I MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES ;SO2SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
(eT7097 ) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OISI 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
(B71099) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
(871103) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30ISI 0.000 0.02 -10.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
CONFIGURATIrC* DESCRIPTION ORBINC TS ELEVTR RUOOER
0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION S 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
.SrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO25t1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
WSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T30251 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON0ITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(87101g) , DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITI,~NS
(871091) MNSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(Bt109i1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIpNS
cte7t99}) nMSFC TrT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUDI£S
(e71103) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITTI.NS
(e7tlOt) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDI.S
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
T302S1 0000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
T302S1 0.000 0.02S 10.000 0.000
0 .000 a.02 -10.000 0.000
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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ANGLE OF AT
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(181089) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B71091) MSFC TWT 544X ILAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(e7og7?) DATA NOT AVAILABLE rFOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871099) NSFC TWT s44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(ertI0tO DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
e L_ L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f--t- -i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I 4
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a2o -10 -8 6 - 4
ANGLE
SYMBOrL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
H "SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
- 2 a a 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBtNC YS ELEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T3O251 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000
T302SI 0.000 0.023 10.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000


















































EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE




























HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE !
ODTA NOT AVAILABLE F70 ALL C'OP
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CrC
M5FC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
- 4 -a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OrRBINC YS tLEVTR
STUOIES TS3OtSt 0.000 0.023 0.000
NDOTIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T301St 0.000 0.023 10.000
)NDITI.NS 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUIES T301tS1 0.000 0.023 -10.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFICGURATION OESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
SFc TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30ISt 0.000 0.023 0.000
ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
WSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSI 0.000 0.023 10.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 -10.000















































EFFECT OF ORBITER EIEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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DATA SET SYMBOL COIFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Btoe9 HQ SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(Bt7tO9) 0ATA NO T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CrC
(tl09T) Q 1SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(BT1099) i DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COO
(871to53 NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(71tto10) t DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
-4 - t O a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES TSOtSt 0.000 002 000
NDITIONS 0.000 0. 02S 0. 000
STUDIES T301St 0.000 0.023 10.000
NOtTtONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUOIES TO31t1 0.000 0.023 -10.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACI
CO*r:-UVAT:ON DcSCR;PV;GN
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3O1S1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1t 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30131













































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFtIIURATION DESCRIPTI ' N ORBtNC YS ELtVTR
4SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T3031S 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 Q 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30S31 0.000 0.023 10.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
"SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUODIS 1T011S 0.000 0.023 -10.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XNRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
0.000 ZNRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
MACH 1. 10 PAGE 317
EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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ANGLE OF A
-,TA SET S-MQOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(71t089) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T3OtSI
(t1091t) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3025S
(871097) 0 SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T31tSt1
(871099) [ MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T3c,2St
(11tto03 SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3Ot1SI
(871101) MSFC TWT 844X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30S25
TTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREP 2.0280 IN.
0.00O 0.023 10.000 0.000 SREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000 ZHRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
MACH 1.20 PAGE 31.8
EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELtVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3021S 0.000 0.023 10.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000

















































ANGLE OF A 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B71089) B DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091t) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30231
(7t1097) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(e71099) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
(t871103) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(te7110) M$SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCEI I t-I -r -r -r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA N'T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








0.000 0 023 0.000
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MACH 3.48
EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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ANGLE
OATA SET'SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(e71091 ) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(B71097) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871098) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(871103) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871101 } NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
T302SI 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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COINFtGURATION OESCRIPTTION
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE eO1R ALL CONOITIONSHSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILAOLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T3OISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES TSOtSI 0.000 0.023 10.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T30tSI 0.000 0.023 -10.000
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NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
tS5C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES


























































































HMSC TrT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
nSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ISFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOt AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
4 - 2 0 2 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES tStlS 0.000 0 .023 0.000 0.000
5ND[TIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T301St 0.000 0.023 t10.000 0.000
NDOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
STUDIES T301tSt 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE








































HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I IU I
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
T30151 0.000 0.023 10.000
0.000 0.023 10.000
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ANGLE
DATA SET S-¥BOL CONF[GURATION OESCRIPTION
(01069) 94 MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(871091) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(To109?) MSFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(ao099g) 4SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(B71103) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(711to1) t MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
- 2 ° Z 4 0
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
T301 S 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
T301SI 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
T302SI 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
T301S3 0 ,000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
-t0 - a - 6
CONPIGURATION OESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C'O
SrFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO





- | - _ _
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
I I .1
- 4 - 0 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
fWRBINC YS ELEVTR
NOITtONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T302SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
5NOtTIONS 0.000 0.023 10t000
STUDIES T3S2S1 0.000 0.023 10.000
NOITIIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000




























































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE
DATA SET SYMCBO CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTI.N
e(871099) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091 NMSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(B71097) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B71099 ) M SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(871103) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87110t) I HMSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
MACH 3.48
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T302S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 t0.000
T302S1 0.000 0.023 10.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000
























- 4 - a
ANGLE OF ATTACO
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
H MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30ZSI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251I
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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PITCH]
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGCURATION OESCRIPTION
(871089) Q MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
t(87109) DTA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(T71097o) HSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
4B71099) DATA NOT AVALABLE FOR ALL. CONDITIONS
(8T110o3) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(t71101) D DATA NOT AVAILABLEC IR ALL CONDITIONS
.3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -. 2
ING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
T3011 0.000 0.023 0.000 0 .000
0.000 0. 023 0.000 0.000
T301St 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
T301St 0.000 0.023 -10.000t 0.000
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PITCHING M
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301I5
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3(01S
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I1 I
.2 .1 .O -. 1 -. 2
OMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUOOER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000








































































EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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tSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOtSI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSPC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011S




























































EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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.0 .7 .6 .o
COCNFCURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
.4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -. 2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T3OISI 0. 000 0.023 0.000 0.00
DNDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES TOISI 0. 000 0.023 t10.000 0.000
:NOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
STUDIES T30OSI 0.000 0.023 -t10.000 0.00
NODITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000



























EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE





















































.6 .? .6 .1 .4 . .2 .1 .0 -. -.,
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
DATA Nr,T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON01TtONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
_.1
t'' t t -· i












EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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.8 .7 .6 .5
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -. 1 -. 2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
STUDIES TS3021 0.000 0.023 10.000* 0.000
STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
STUDIES T302S1 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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3ITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.4 .3 .It .1 .0 -.1 -.
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUI
ND ITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0
STUDIES T302St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0
ND ITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0
STUDIES T3025E 0.000 0.023 10.000 0
NDITI1ONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0
DOER REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 SREF ?.S800 S.tIN.
.000 LREF 2.020 IN.
.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
.000 XhRP 3.3600 IN.
.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
.000 ZMRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
MACH 1.46 PAGE 339
EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
tSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302:
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDOER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000O tO.OOO 
St 0.000 0.023 t10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -1tO.000 0.000
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





ORBINC YS tLEVTR RU001
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.01
Si 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.0t
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.0t
St 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.0'
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.0
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3025
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302
I
.2 .1 .Q -. t -. 2
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.DO0 0.023 0.000 0.00
St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
St 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
St 0.000 D.023 -10.000 0.000
I
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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- 6 - 4 - a
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOt1SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3SOIS
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BETA
La -- O -- a -- 6 -- 4 -- 2 0 · 4 ·0 I1tO1
BETA
-t-0 - - - 4 2 4 6 a to 1t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A71090) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30131
(A71092) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(47t098) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI
(A71100) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A41104) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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-10 -a - 6 -4 - t
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301OS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO3ISt
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011St
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MACH .90
EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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(Art I 02) ~
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OiSI
ODATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30OSI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T5O1SI
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
1. Flm^ .. _j
1LZ -ta - S - e - 4 - 2~ ct 2 4 e s IG tl~
BETA
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' .
12 -tQ - e - eS - 4 - 2 0 2 .4 0 S ~Q *2
BETA
| . . I . . . I . . z . . | . . | . . . . . . | . . . I . . I . . . I . .i
-to - - 6 - 4 -a 0 a 4 * 10 It
CATA SET SYMrBOL CONFtGURATION OESCRIPTION
(AT1090) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(A?71092) 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A7t099) MSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(7tOO) 0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(AI7t04) MS1C TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
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- a - 4
.I _ I
- 2 0 2 4 6 ao 10
BETA
- 6 - 4 - a 4 6 6 to
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544?; LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301tS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302St
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
5 i_ ttb _Fz~rz~r-·l~F
t2 -LB - S - S - 4 - 2 0 2 4 S 8t tQ t~
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
DATA NOT AVAILAbLE FOR ALL CONDITlONS
MSPC TUT 544X LAUNCH VEHICL[ STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-10 - _- a -- 4 - 2
CONFICGURATON DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-10 - - * - 4 -
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
WSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
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-t0 - 6 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 o10 1t
BETA
-to - a - aS - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 1 0 t12
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT[ION DESCRiPTiON
OA71090~ n SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI
'A7t092i) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
At7109S81 NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
At71%O0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(471104) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
(A?7tt0) Z DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BETA
OR.00 0.02C00 0.0 0DDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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DATA SE' SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A1090IO) NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(AT7092O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(At1096) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(ATSlOO) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A71104) SFC TIT 9544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtIS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3O1St










0.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A71090) M MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151
(A71092) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(ATIO98) { N MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3015t
(A4T7iO)} DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A71104) MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T31OtS











0.000 SREF T.S0o SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2 02D0 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
















































-t2 -t0 - e - 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AVI090) H MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(AT1092) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(At1098 ) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(At1100 ) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(A41104) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A?109g) DATA NOT AVAILABLE MOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A?1092) MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(At109) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONODITIONS
(AItIO) L SFC T4T 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(At1I04) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CCONDITIONS

























































FECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S5
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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DATA NOT AVAILA8LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDI0ES TO325
DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
"SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SI
DATA NOT AVAILAOLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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PAGE 362
OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
a I . I -.- I.- . . . IIa . . .. . . . . I
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T901S 0.000 0.023 0.000
ANDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUIES T9011St 0.000 0.023 10.000
NOITIOTNS 0.000 0.023 t10.000
STUOIES T901St 0.000 0.023 -10t000


















NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
SIEC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
NSeC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
(D0713)S Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TgOISt 0.000 0.023 0.000
(87113) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(8711t43 NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901SI 0.000 0.02S3 0.000
(871141) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
(7t11475) , HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9015t 0.000 0.02S -10.000
(8t1147) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XNRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
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ANGLE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(07135) Q NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHtCLE STUDIES
T711t33) L MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUODES
(871143) MS HC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(9711S4t OATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
(e7114s) MSNC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(e7S114? O0ATA NOT AVAILABLE WOR ALL CONDITIONS
MACH 1.20
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORB NC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
Tsoist 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
t9O251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
tg0151 0.000 0.025 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
t90151 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFICGURATION ESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUODIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T02SIt 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS02St 0.000 0.023 10.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHI'CL STUOIES TS02SI o0.00 0.023 -10.000
I












































-4 -2 to tl
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
(D01 135 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
I87T113) HMSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
(8t1143) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
(7t1141) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDI0ES T90251 0.000 0.025 10.000 0.000
(8711L45) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.00 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL COMPICURATION DESCRIPTION
(071135) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
(87113s) HSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
(871143) DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871141) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS90SI
(7t1145) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS



























































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
SYmAOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBtNC TS ELEVTR RUDDER
-SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9O1SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILAELE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90151 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9O01S 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
- DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







MACH .60 PAGE 370
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL C
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VeHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLt FOR ALL C
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T90tISt 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
ONOtTIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T901St 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
:ONDTIONS 0.000 0.02a 10.000 0.000
STUDIES To90tS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFICURATION OESCRIPTION ORBINC Yg ELEVTR
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90151 0.000 0.023 0.000
HSFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
INSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90151 0.000 0.023 10.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
SFPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES. TO9tIS 0.000 0.023 -10.000
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MAGH 1.20
EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
-1-,.. - I
_ _ _ _ _ 4 -
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION OESCRIPTION
11ot13t) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
(e8tt33) Li NSPC TWIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(8711t4 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(7l t4t N SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(871145) OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(81147)r 0' NSC TWT S44x LAUNCH VEHICLE
I
- 4 0 0 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OR8INC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
NDtTIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SRtPF 7.600 SQ.4N.STUDIES T19021 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREP 2.0250 IN.
NOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000 SBRt 4.4600 IN.
STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000 XtNRP S3.3600 N.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
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-12 -o - -e - 4 - a 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION OR
(071135) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0
(871133) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251 0
(7t1143) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0
(Bt1141) MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251 0
(811tt45) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0
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ANGLE OF, A
CONFAIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
NSrC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLt Cro ALL CONDITIONS
NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE "OJR ALL CONDITIONS






















































































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
SPFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
-4 -2 o t 4 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CRBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
NDoITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NDOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
STUOIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
NDOITONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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ANGLE
CONFICURATtON DESCRIPTION
SPFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSrC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE tOR ALL CONDITIONS
I
-_a a t 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC tS CtLVTR
T9011St 0.000 0.02 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
T901S 0.000 0.023 10.000
0.000 0.023 10.000
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-10 - - 6
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
- 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, C
ORBINC YS
STUDIES T901St 0.000 0.c02
WNDITIONS 0.000 0.023
STUDIES T901tSt1 0.000 0.023
NDOITIONS 0.000 0.023
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.
CONCIGURATION OESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT I44X LAUNCH VEHtCLE STUOtCS TgotSI
HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES TO02iS
MSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLC STU0ItS TOIOSt
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSrC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIOtS T90tS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
S(Bvsc. COP IGUHATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIOND S 0.00 0.023 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(D07135) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(87113t) ZS MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(871t43) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(8t1141) NSC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(871145) ODATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(114T) I[ NMSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
I A I
- 4 - a a a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS tLEVTR
:)NOTlONS 0.000 0.025 0.000
STUOIES T902S1 0.000 0.025 0.000
DNOITIONS 0.000 0.025 10.000
STUDIES T02St 0.000 0.025 10.000
DNOITIONS 0.000 0.025 -10.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA StT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(071135) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.
(71133) a HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
(t71143) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
(8t7141) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000 XHRP $.3600 IN.
(11t45)S DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
(711t47) H NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000 ZMRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCA




EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
I
-_ -I I -I I aII. a d a S I i
-a Oa 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OR INC YS tLCVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T902S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000
T9023t 0.000 0.023 10.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000





















DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COcNDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET 5Y1BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(071l35) NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OISi
(871133) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITItONS
(871143) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISt
(B7t141) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871145) MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OISI
(e7t147) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
TTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBtNC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.02eo IN.
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000 XHRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000 YmRP 0.0000 IN.
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000 ZMRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
MACH .60 PAGE 384
EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l -r-1
tS -tO-l- - 4 - t O · 4 · $ t I
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
(IDtl735) Q NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
(at't13) DA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
(97114 ) NSFC TWT *44x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1 0.000 0.023 10.000
(lett4t1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
(B2tlt4) NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90tS1 0.000 0.023 -10.000










































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSI0SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
SPFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 O.023 0.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9015I 0.000 0.023 10.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
NSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OISI 0.000 0.023 -10.000
[ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000
Is
RUDDER REFERENCE INFO MATION
0.000 SREP .880o SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.







































DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(07115$) Q OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONODITIONS
(871133) I4SFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902St
(t71143) ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871141) MStC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
(871145) OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
8171t14) j[ NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
bTTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.025 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.02 t10.000 0.000
0.000 0.02o -10.000 0.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. O
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ORBINC YS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023
7SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9021S 0.000 0.023
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONODITONS 0.000 0.023
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COt
NSFC TWIT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE PFOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
HtSFC TYT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
- 4 - a O t 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC Ye ELEVTR
NDITtOINS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T902St tOOO. 0.023 0.000
MOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 10.000
NOTItOtNS 0.000 0.023 -10.000
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ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONICGURATION DESCRIPTION
07tt113) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(8t7113) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902St
(Bt7114) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITITONS
(?t114g) MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
(B1tt14) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87tl4T) NMSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
iTTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OR8INC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 D.0023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0 .023 10.OD 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000









MACH 4. 96 PAGE 390
r 
r--~~____ _______________ _________ -
- 8 - 6 4
ANGLE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MsFc TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I
- 2a a0 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORSINC YS ELEVTR
T901S1 0.000 0.o02 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
79011 0.000 0. 023 10.000
0. 000 0.023 10.000
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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_1
- 4 - 2 0 a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
_; FC.URATi ODECRiPTiON ORBINC YS ELEVTR
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
W$PC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1 0.000 0.02D 10.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90151 0.000 0.025 -10.000






















EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
-t - - I -4 -
ANGLE OF A
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TgO91S
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDI0ES T90iS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OISI








0.000 0.023 -10. 00
0.000 0.023 -10.000




























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ATA SET 3. B-OL CNFiiuRiArION UESCRPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(071135) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8600 SQ.IN.
t8711t3) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0o80 IN.
(871143) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 .0.023 10.000 0.000 BREF 4.4e00; IN.
(Bl7t4t) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000 XNRP S.3600 IN.
(871145) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
(871147) [ MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000 ZNRP 0.2480 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
MACH 1.46 PAGE 394
FFtrET AF 'RRTTFPl FI:VAKr TT LI 1' T' 11' TAKU
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4
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
NDtTIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUOIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
NODTIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 10.000
NOTTIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000



















































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
NSFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
NSFC TWT 344X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
- 4
1 -I
- 0 P 4 6 a 10 ti
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. C
ORBINC Ya
NDOITIONS 0.000 0.023
TUtDIES T90ZSI 0.000 0.023
NOITIONS 0.000 0.023
STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023
)NOITIONS 0.000 0.023

























EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK






EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
a.? F.., ,,II , If I,. i. , , l .l T , fl,
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
M SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
NSeC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
) DATA NOT AVALABLE FOR ALL CC
.4 .3 .2 .1 .O -. t
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR R
STUDIES T901S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
tNDOTIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T901S51 0.000 0.023 10.000
iNDITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000
STUDIES T90151 0.000 0.023 -10.000
:NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.880o SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XMRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YNRP 0.0000; IN.
































































OATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(01135 Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(B71133) LA DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(711431 HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(gt,114t D OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
C(81145) HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(87t14 7) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
.4 .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -. 2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC YS tLEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T901S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0. 023 0000 0.000
STUDIES T901tS O.OD 0 023 1t0.00 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 1tO.000 0.000
STUDIES T9OtSI 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
)NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
MACH .9 0
REPERENCE INFORATION








EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
i, I I J I I I I I I I I r I I
Ii~~i~ y 
-___ _/ __ _ _  I
. = =' 
- a -. R -. U
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
.4 .a .e .& .u -. & -.-
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T9OISt 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T902St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T901S1 0.D00 0.023 10.000 0.000
)NOITIONS 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
STUDIES T90tS1 0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000










































































.S .8 .T .G .5 .4 .3
PITCHING M
DATA SET 3SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
D07113) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871S13) HSFC TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
(87t114) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(71I4ti HNSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
(87114A) DATA NOT VAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(e87t47) 1 HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO9O25
. t . -. t -.2
IOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000











EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9025t
OMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDI
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.0'
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.0'
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.01
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.0'
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.0'












































EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
I= = -=L.__4 _I Hj1 a II
.I .e .7 .6 .5 .4 . .2 .1 .0 -. t -. 2 -. 3 -. 4 -. -.
PITCHING
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILA9LE FOR ALL :ONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
St 0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








.t .0 -.1 -. 2
COEFFICIENT. CLM
RBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
. DO0 0.023 0.000 0.000
3.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
D.OOO 0.023 tO.000 0.000
1.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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ZHRP 0 .460 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
PAGE ' 405
-a - -4 - a 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901tI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90SIS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9011SI
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
f IF' - 1 1= I I . I i , i I . .i 1 i , I i i Ii
1LU -10 - a - - 4 -2 0 2 4 6I 6 10B 12
BETA
-to -e - -4 -2 4 6 a
BETA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T91OSI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90SISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS










0.000 SREF V.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XHRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
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-10 - a - 6 - 4 - a 0 I 4 6 a 10 la
BETA
- - - 4 -a 0 a 4 6 10 - 1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C71t36) Q HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(ATtS4) L MSFC TWT 844X LAUNCH VEHtCLE STUDIES
(1t1144) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(ATS42) DA TA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CAIt46) 1 NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES






ORDINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000D 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000
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MACH 1.19
EFFECT IF IRRITFR FIEFVONS WITH 17 TIN. HO TANK
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
4SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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CONFIG URATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE PFOR ALL CONDITIONS
#SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
NSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA SET SiCOL. CONiFiURATiON DESCRiPTION
(Et7136) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ATIi73) a tSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902St
(A41144) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(At1t42i ) L tSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
(A71146) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS










0.000 SREP 7.800 SQG.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.02Eq tN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 XNRP 3.3600 IN.
0.000 YHRP 0.0000 IN.
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IA71t 48 , t
CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWUT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S5
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
SFC TUWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
"SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
BETA
ORBINC YS tLtVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 -10.000 0.000










EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
i""- ,, I i I I I I I i I I I i I
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-2 0 i 4 B B to0 1
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISt
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90151
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"EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
-it e 1 - 4 a
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-10 - e - -
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~l -lO - e - * - 4 - 2 0 I 4 I * '° *
CONPICURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHItCLE STUDIES T901SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOItS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDItTIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONODITIONS
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-t0 S - 6 - 4
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OtSI
MSFC TwT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902St
HSFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90151
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANKi.... I ................... 
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OiAT NOT AVAILABLE PFR ALL CONDITIONS
NSPC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSrC TUT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
OIAT NOT AVAILABLE FrR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF ORBITER ELEVONS WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
_ I I I I t I I I_ q 1 T
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DATA SET SYIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(CtIss) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE PFOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Att34) B ttSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
4A711441 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A1tt42) N SC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
IA?146) 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
$S1C TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUtIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONt0TIONS
MSIC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
OATA NOT AVALABLLE FOR ALL CON40ITIONS




ORBINC TS CLEVTR RUOOER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 $RtE 7.8800 SG.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREr 2.0280 IN.
0.000 0.023 10.000 0.000 BOREt 4.4600 IN.
0.000 0.02o t0.000 0.000 XNRP S3.300 tN.
0.000 0.02o -10.000 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 IN.
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CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902St
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902St
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONrFICURATION DESCRIPTITCI CORBNC YVS ELVTR
NSrC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T36151 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABL[ ron ALL CONDITION S 0.000 0.023 0.000
MSPC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T3OS11 0.000 0.02 0.000






















































ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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-12 -10 ' -o -4 -3
ANGLE OF A
DOTA SET SYBONL CONIGCURATION OESCRIPTION
(7t1089) I4SPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSI
(7t10o9) OATA NOT AVAILA&LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(I71095) 8 SVC TWT 544X L UNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151









0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.




MACH .80 PAGE 420
CONICGURATION DES
NSPC TWIT 44x LAUNC
DATA NOT AVAILABLE
NSFC TWT S44X LAUNC
DATA NOT AVAILABLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SC R IPTItON ORItNC YS ELEVTR
:H VEHICLE STUDIES TS0151 0.000 0.023 0.000
FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
CH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 00G.O 0.023 0.000







Oo SREF ?.Sa00 SC.IN.
00 LREr 2.0280 IN.
O0 BREF 4.4600 IN.













































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORDINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3SOSt 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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-to - - - 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA ODEGREES
OATA SET SYMHOL CONPIGURATION OESCRIPTION ORBINC TS tLCVTR
(97$1089) Q MSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T3OSSt 0.000 0.023 0.000
(8710t) I Z ODATA NOT AVAILALE FOR ALL CONOITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
t(D1095 ) HSFVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS011O 0.000 0.023 0.000
(8o1093) 0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
to
RUDDER REPEREtNCE INPORNATION
0.000 SRE 7.86600 I' SQ.N.
0.000 LREt 2.02O0 IN.
30.000 ORPE 4.4600 IN.
30.000 X4RP 3.3600 IN.
YNRP 0.0000 IN.















































-t0 - 8 -
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.1 I1 I1 .1
- 4 - 2 0 a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR
STUDIES T301St 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T31OS1 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T302SI 0.000 0.023 0.000







































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BI t09) D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONITtONS
Bt06t91) MSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VIEHACLE STUtDIS T302S
(B'1095) < DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
B t71093) U NsC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS02SI
ORBINC VS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFOR#ATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREP. 71.800 Q.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREP 2.02860 I.
0.000 0.02S 0.000 S0.000 BREP 4.4600 IN.
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9
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
yMruL CO.F CvRAT.vN OGESCRiPiON ORBINC YS ELEVTR
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 O.0
H 1SC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30ZSI 0.000 0.023 0.000
a DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
NSCr TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BRE 4.4600 IN.
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
'I S4rC TWrT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUDIES T302S1
DATA NOT AVAILABLEt POR ALL CONDITIONS













































































-t -o - - -4 -
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFtCIGURATION ESCRIPTION
(G71089) 0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
) SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3025S
(671095) D 0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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SI OSo. ) S(0?tO093
(b:;t:gi)
--. u - - U
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 0
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC VS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30tSt 0.000 0.023
DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONOITIONS 0.000 0.023
NSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T3OISt 0.000 0.023




































NSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. ,
ORBINC YS
STUDIES T3S013 0.000 O.023
DNOITIONS 0.000 0.023
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HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIECS
OATA NOT AVAILAGBLC FR ALL CONOITIONS
I 1 I I
- o a 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OnBINC vS a LEVTR
TSOISI 0.000 0.025 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACH
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGUMATTM nDESCRPT.ION
(87109) MSFC TVT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3013S1
(871tO91 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87109s) NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30tSI
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PAGE 432
EFFECT OF ORBITER RUODER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
• I _ __ _ __ _ T __ _ , ___ , ==w r, ·i i 





_ __ ____·_4_ ___- _____'_Il
_~~~~~ -- -X
DATA SEIT SYMBOL




"srC TWT S44X LAUNCH VtEHCLE STUCIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS




























































r I I 
- An --- _e, 
r _ = = = = _ = = =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I 1 1 1 1
a -to - -4 - T 0 a
ANGLE OF. ATTACK, ALPHA, D
Y ..- OL C - .. TN:ONT uSC RI TI- ORBINC YS
MSFC TWtT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30tSt 0.000 0.023
MSFC TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS025O 0.000 0.023
M SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301tSt 0.000 0.023































































































-t1 - a - - 4.
ANGLE
DATA SET Y9NBOL CONEIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(81069) Q ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BYttO9) L HNSrC TWT $44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
(St109S) A O TA NOT AVAILABLC FOR ALL CONDITIONS
























































OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO
SYBCOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COB HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
SFPC TUT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OROINC YS ELEVTR
DNITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
NOOITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30ZSI 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUOOER REPERENCE INFORAT ION
0.000 SREP 7.a800 5Q.1(.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBO4L CON4ICURATlON DESCRIPTION ORBINC S ELtEVTR RUDDER
(BtS7109) DATA NOT AVAILABLE OR 4ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0023 0.000 0.000(?t109t) NSIC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3021S 0.000 02.0! 0.000 0.000
(9109O ) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE COR ALL CONDITIONS- 0.000 0.023 0.000 D0.000
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBI























DATA NOT AVAILABLE WC
MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH
DATA NOT AVAILABLEt C
Sr4C TWT S44X LAUNCH
INCIDENCE
-* -4 -t O a 4 
ANGILE F ATTACrK- AlJPHA nAr-l cc
RIlTIlON OleBlNC S CLtVTR RUOODER
'OR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
I VEHICL STUDtES T302SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
OR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
VCHICLE STUD0IS T302St 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
a is
REFrRENCE INTORnATION
















OATA SET SYrM4L CO41rGURATIrON C ESCRIIPTON
(871069) MSPC TVT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOrES T?3OtS
(Ievia ODATA tnT AVArLAOLE 'rrR ALL CONOITI.ONS
(87109S) HSC TWT S44X LAUNCH VHICLt STUOESt T301t 1
(7o1093) ODATA )NT AVAILABLt FOR ALL CONOITIONS
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OQRIN(C YS tLCVTR RUODER REPERENCE tHNORNATION
0.000 0.0o2 0.000 0.000 SREC 7.8600 SQ.ZN.
0.000 0.02o 0.000 0.000 LRCP Z.0280 NH.
0.000 0.02o 0.000 30.000 oRCF 4.4C00 .N,

















L 0 -tO- -e8 -a- -4 -2
C
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOLe CONPIGCURATION DESCRlPTION
(87069) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHtICLE STUDIES T31513
(Bvii I 04DATA NOT AVAtILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
BIOSI 0 1MSPC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30oiSi
(871095) DATA NOT V4AIABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
TTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REvPtEiCE iFR-AT . _N
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREP 7.6800 SQ. IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0260 IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.














.00 -t -o - -
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL Coi7ICURAt!-N OESCRItTI0N
t(87109) Q MSrC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDltS T101S1
(7t09t) I DATA NT AVAILABLE ftO ALL CONDITIONS(t09: ) O HSPC TIT 544X LAUNCH V'HICLE STUOltS T10161





0 . 000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.O03 0.000
RUODDER RECERENCE INPORIATIO
0.000 aRtr * .6600 i SQ.I".
0.000 LRtK t.0200 tN.
30.000 aRtC 4.4600 IN.
30.000 XNRP 3.3600 IN.
YNRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNUP 0.3460 IN.




- S - -4 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYNBO. CONPtCURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
MNSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
a MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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- -a t 4 
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
cASINC V$S LtVTR
tSOtSt O 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000






















MSrC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONOITIOtNS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES







EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER






E a -p 









HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE





- 4 -a a a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELtVTR
STUDtES T3011t 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30SSt 0.000 0.023 0.000




















































.00s - - - - -0f 4 -. .. . ,
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONISGURATItON OSCR1PTION
(St089s) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE IOR ALL CONOITIONS
(8t101) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302St
(Bto195) DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONIOITIONS
(BltI93) SFC TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLt STUOIES T302S1
TTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORSBIC YS ELEVTR RUODCR RPCtRtNCE INF9RHATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREPt 7.800 . .IN
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREr 2.020I IN.
0.000 O.OE 0.000 30.000 BREP 4.4S00 IN.
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10s _t -- - - s t0 ta~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUOIES TS02Si 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NDtTIONS 0.000 0,023 0.000 30.000


















































t -10 - a - - 4
ANGLE
SYMBOL CONFItURATION O!SCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILAL rCOR ALL CN01ITIONS
HSFC TWT 844X LAUNCH VCHICLE STUOIIS
DATA NT AVAILASBLe OR ALL COIN4TtONS
NSFC TNT 544X LAUNCH VIHICLt STUODIS
I.
- a a a ' 4
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
QGINwC YS CLCVTR
o.ooo 0.02s o.OOo
130S38I 0.000 . 023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000














































X .20o .- t
.0L
DATA SET SYM4BL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION
(671099) 2 DATA NOT AVAILA:LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091) L ZE 4SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3025S
(BStios) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








0.000 SREP 7.6600 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREP 2.0260 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SY4 M'L CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTIC4t CR e NC YS ELEVTR
n ISFC TWT 544X LAUNtCH VEHtCLE STUDIES T3C.lSI I 0.000 0.023 0.000
OATA NCT AVAILACL'E FC.R ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
M HSFC TWT 544X LAUtICH VEHICLE STUDtES T350ISI 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA tIT AVAILABLE r'FR ALL CCIOlDITIOINS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREr 2.0280 IN.
30.000 REF 4.4600 IN.
30.000 XHRP 3.3600 IXN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.





















EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER A tER{ NRBITER INCIDENCE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SY¥'iCL COFtIIGfATIO, N DESCtfiPTIC:4
tMSFC TWT 544X LAUWICH VEHICLE STUDIES T30.1S5
II 5e " 9tI DATA tWNT AVAILAeLE rCorT ALL COCNDITTctNS
(7t1'35)1 MSrFC TWT 544X LAUNlC VEHIICLE. STUDIES T3t ISi
















0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0tee IN.
30.000 EREF A.4600 tN.































-t8 -tO - .· - 4 -· 0 '4 * *. tO tl
CONtIGURATION OESCRIPTION
SreC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAtLABLCE oR ALL CO
MsWC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
OATA NOT AVAILABLE 70R ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. O
OaISNC 5a
STUOIES T301St 0.000 0.023
WNOTITloS 0.000 0.02O

































































-t -t - - -
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(810o9) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSt
(BO191) DATA T NT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B1tO5.0 HSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301S1
(B50t93) J DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REPERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREP t7.800 SQ IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREP 20.260 IN.
0 0.0 .023 0.000 30.000 BREP 4 .400 IN.
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-t0 - . -. -4
ANGLE
CONIIRCURATION OESCRtPTtON
NSPC TW? *44X LAUNCH VLEHCLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLt FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NS3C TVT 544X LAUNCH VEHtICL STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
- O a


















* * tO it
EtR RtLERENCCt ItNORNATION
o00 RCtr 7.600 SQ.tW.
100 LRtP 2.O0S0 IN.
00 BREP 4.4600 IN.








































SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NIPSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
Q NSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSC T1T S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORHINC YS ELEVTR
STUDOES T301SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.025 0.000
STUDIES T3OtS1 0.000 0.023 . 000











































-10 - . -_ - 4
ANGLE
CONPlCURATION DKSCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABL rFOR ALL CONOITtONS
HSlC TWT 944X LAUNCH ViHICLE STUOIES
DATA NOT AVAILABL tCOR ALL CONDOTIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VIHICLI STUOIES
I
- O a
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE

















;-t1 -10 - - - 4 - a
ANGLE OF A
uaFr SET SYHBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(B70491 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091) 1 H SFC TUT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302St
(871091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS




0.000 0.023 0 000
0.000 0 .023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDOOER REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.tN.
0.000 LREP 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
1
. i
:-- ______ ._ ..______ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________ _________










0ATA NOT AVAILABLCE OR ALL CONOITIONS
SFrC TWT s44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
NSPC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
I I
-a aO 2r















































































-i0 -_ - 6 - 4
ANGLE
CONPIGURATION OESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH V!HICLE STUDIES
- a O t 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORaINC YS ELtVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T302S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
















































-1 1 -to - - 4 -
ANGLE OF A
DATA SlT SYMBOL CONIrCURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) 0 NSFC TwT. S44X LAUNCH VEHICLC STUDIES TSOISt
(671091 ) B DATA NOT AVAILABLE. OR ALL CONDITIONS
(871091) H1C TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T011St

















0.000 SRc 7.66100 SQ.1N.
0.000 LARtr .02t0 IN.
SO.000 BRtC 4.4600 IN.
















.00 -a- - - -4
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(071089) Q MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30tSI
(871091) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B7.1095) MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30St1








0.000 SREP -. 880) SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREP 4.4600 iN.














.00 -. a -. -.
ANGLE
ODATA SET. SYBOL CONCIOURATION DESCRIPTION
(Iloss6) Q NH5C TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
487109 1 L DATA NOT VAAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B71og0) HSFC TT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
(871093) DATA NOT AVAILABLE pORl ALL CONDITIONS
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OR31SNC YS ELCVtR
T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
130151 0.000 0.023 0.000





























DATA SET sYHBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(871089) n NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3013OS
(BtO091) OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(7Tt1ss0 ) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSt
(871093) OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
~TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REPERENCE INPORHATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREP 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREP 2.0280 IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000 BREP 4.4600 IN.
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NSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITlONS
HSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
I I I
-2 a a































































-tO - a .
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE








- 2 0 
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. D
ORBINC VY















































EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER










-- t -- t-- -t T --I
_ I ,. Xr -t
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S~~~~ - - - ______ _ ___ _ _ 1 
Ir +
I. -______ .,
.00 - I - ... - .- _ 
-t2 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
I SET SYM'IC,L CCNFIGURATIO', DESCRIPTION -C4 INC YS ELEVTR
069) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FO4R ALL CONOITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
591I) MSFC TWT 544X LAUICH VEHICLE STUDIES T302St 0.000 0.023 0.000
095) ~ DATA rIOT AVAILAELE FORi ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 23 0.000



























EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
·I r"--t--t-- t--*-t--- tt---I- i i- '-l- . --rT -- --' -l-- - t-t - r-r-- t I-- It-- -t '---
I~~~~~~~~~~~* I I: 
?~~~~~~~~~77 I_ _ I __ _
_ i -- _ t _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ 
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
i y- -- I I I i i
r I. I
______________________________________...
_ _ _ _ _ _ 7 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
I I . I.- I - _I - a I
- 5 - 6 - 4 -2 o 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, C
C4s INC YS
NODTIONS 0.000oo 0.023
STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023
jNDI TICNS 0.000 0.023









DATA NIOT AVAILAILE FOR ALl. CO
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNtCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILACLE FOfR ALL CO
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Allr c MR A'
nIAULC Ur n
DATA SET SYMBOl. CONPIGURATION DEOCRIPTION
B(70so::9 DATA OT AVAILABLt roR ALL CONDITIONS
(BYO at) NSPC TimT $44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDICS T021St
(B7To5) DA TA NOT AVAILABLE rOlR ALL CONOITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
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J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ !
t~~~~~~~~~~t==X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
', .,I .e a . . .~ . 41 n . eu -i _ ~ _ , _ .
OATA SIT SYMBOL
(BtO9 0 , " cs lo r
PITCHING MOMENT"COEFFICI'ENT. CLM
CONICGUNATION OESCRIPTION RSINC ¥S tILVTR RUDOtR
NSPC TNT *44X LAUNCH VHItCLE STUDICS T3OISI 0.000 0.01 0.000 0.000
oDATA NT AVAILABLe FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 'O.023 0.000 0.000
NsIC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3015I 0.000 0.003 0.000 30.000
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NSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES t301S
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301!
0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
.2 .1 .U -. 1 -.
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBSNC Y ELEVYK RiUDDER
St 0.00 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
St 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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#SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLt
DATA NOT AVAILABLt rOR ALL CO
"SVC rlT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR.ALL CO
I I I I .1
.4 .B .I .t 0 -. t
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
OsI1NC vS a ELVTR R
STUD0IS T3OISt 0.00I 0.023 0.000
NOITICONS 0.000 0.02 0.000
STU1DIS 3OSt1 0. 000 0.021 0.000 3









-. S -. 4 -. 1 -.
RCEtRENCt INPORMATION
SREP 7.O600 S .I ..
LREP 2.0260 IN.







































EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE





















NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
.4 .3 .3 .1 .0 -. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
0.iN MC TS ELEVTR R
STUDIES T301SI 0.000 0.023 0.000
:NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T30151 0.000 0.023 0.000 3
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 3
UODDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 SREP 7.8800 SQ.1t.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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#SFC TV1T 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
HSC TrWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOtES



































































m.8 w -_ .1 _. -. . I.u.6 .4 .l At .I
MACH
EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT 7FRL fRRITFR INCTlnFNF
I.4 ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~ b. I .0 -. r -. 2 i-.
_I __ __ '__ _ _ i I _ I
._______ _______ _______ ________ 1 l 





w"r-ir URA riYN ODECRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE










RDINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 O.023 0.000 30.000
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.6 .¥ .o
DATA SET SYMBOL CONtICURATION DESCRIPTION
(e71tO9) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
( atog19t)' MSrFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(to095) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(971093) NSe3C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
.4 .s . * .1 .0 -.1t -
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORB1NC VS ELVTR RUODER
OItTIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDOIES T30SI 0.0 O.02 0.000 0O.00
NDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 30 000
STUDIES T32St. 0.000 O.O03 0.000 30.000
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__ = =_= === X __1~~~~~~~~
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TUT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302E
.C ., .U -. 1 -. e
MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC TS CLEVrn RuuuEi.
0.000 0.023 0.000 o.000oo
St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
St 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000













































































'. .6 , o m. .4 .S
PITCHING M
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTI(4
(7107t89) DATA NOT AVAILAULE WOR ALL CONDITIONS
(e7o91) HSNrC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUtIES T302S1
(t109$) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONODITIONS
(e8t1oS) U sr NC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T502S1
MACH 3.48
.2 .1 .0 -. 1 -._
O10MENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
ORBINC YS tLEVTR RUDOER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 O.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000










EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
l,,, ,,,, l,,ii i ii i iii'lI I . I I I Itit ii iii lI
S ---- -- -=h
__rI .r__ r---rI





.7 .0 .4 .S
PITCHING
CONFICURATION DECSkiPTiOii
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSPC TlT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES Ts02e
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT Y44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302'
*E *Z .Q -. 1 -. ,
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
onsU$ Y! rPIVTR RUDDER
0 .000 0.02 0.000 0 .000O
St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
St 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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ALPHA
:1 ol ol ol 44 ¢ i -o ol - ,1
l l l l _l l a l l _ l l~~~,. ! 
-it - * - * - 4 - a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(?1069) Q tNSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30SOS1
( btb91) Z DATTA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Bi09s1) 8 NSC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T)0181
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
, I ! I I I I I I I t I , , I I I I I I I ! I I J I I I I I I t-
¢ 0 0 0 0 0 Cw ,, _) _ 
R -i -ea - - 4 - 2 O 4 S t10 t
ALPHA
1 I-_ - 0 ^ - 1 -~ - 1




'; e, 1OSS 9) ,,
'971095*( ':o, 3)
(Bero9o 
- a - 6 - 4 - a
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301O1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
WSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30S1S


























































FECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
_ ; :~I 
-JL JL L4 WL 4L ' W _ _ -LL
I l l 8 l 8 l 8 l i l I l I l , I - - I l I l I l I
L -t0 - - * - 4 - 4 to It
ALPHA
0- __




4 I .0 1i
-10 - . -_ - 4, -
CONFICURATION OESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUODES TO3ISI
OATA NOT AVAtLABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUIES T30tSt1
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tCPrrt Mr 0a1DD1TD oiinnCD AT 7CDrn nDDnttrn tItnrkir
rELL Ur uro1IEn r uuuEr hi LEU ULfOlU I |fblUlrGLC.
~.... 
II I- II II I i -i 1 I I i I l j
IS -10 -S* -* - 4 - 2 0 2 4 5 5. *0 12
ALPHA
, ,, l1 ll lI l; ilI'' 8 l ''l l' I' 'i iii'
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~= = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~== = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~   
_________________________ _____________ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-. 2t L
-I* -10 a - 6 - 4 -2 
I
a t 4 a tCa lt
ALPHA
-Ito_
-12 -tO - s -e -4 - 2 0 4 5 tso t
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OSSt
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
I, t - ~' -~ ,-,-- t'-' i'- ~ t'.;- - , I t ~ t t. I , , ' !--r-,--r- ...
._ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ . -, ..... ; -........ _
_ M  
_,iiw~~~&d bd
Ill -11, - · - * - 4 - · O lB 4 * * t· 118
ALPHA
., I , , ,,., , ,
-1 a I - , a 4 aI I O tI
ALPHA
-to -e -6 -4 -a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
7toe06o) Q S3Fc TWT 544X LAUNCtH VEHICLE STU0tES T30tSI
(tto09i1 LI DATA NOT AVAILABLE roR ALL CONDITIONS
(8195 ) SFC TWtT 5441X LAUNCH VEtHCLC STUDICS TSOtSt
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'EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER
.. - I.,, . . . _ , ' I ., , ,



















-10 - a - 6 - 4
SYMCA.C CONVIOURATION DESCRIPTION
SC TWIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
N STC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
< HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
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-A- -A- -I -I -a I I 4- IIIfIlllll 
-s- -^ -=e =^ -^= -8= s- s-
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n n n n
~
I I I I l l II I III III II I I I I III I II I j a I 11 I I 1
L! -IQ - I - · - 4 - · Q · 4 · · t· IS
ALPHA'
F
'A b A 'A ^ ^ ~ L ^ A
R
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-1t -S -· -4 -aI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATIO" DESCRIPTION
(Bt7109) DATA OI*T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(Bt71091) L SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES 1T30251
(971095) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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iL -l
Ill Il Il Ill Il I l rl l I l Il Il Il
. . lO _ _ - _ _ .- _ _ _ _
il -10 -S - 4 a P. 4 in s a
ALPHA
1t -10 - * - * - 4 - 2 0 * 4 * ' '° "
ALPHA
-A-- -A-- -A-- u-A- -hl - -ll, e** , .- ,
0t t0 0 * [] "tC4~ 202 S O
E3~ ~~ u yt! A
-. so0 I -
-la
DATA SET 5-3rHA
(871069) Q(97 09I ) 1.( tog1 )
(87t095) a
MACH
-10 - - C -4 - a
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
























































il -10 -· -· - 4 - I 0 · 4 · · 10 12
ALPHA
-A -A -A- ..... ~..,,,,, 
~-~ - -- 
LI -0 - s - 2 01
ta -so -· -G - 4 -· 0 · 4 0 · 10 %·
S3YOL CONFIGURAT<ION 0DSCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE PFl ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302S1
a DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS

































































I:IIr rT Mr a* TT nIIT 1 flinnllr IT 7r1r nrnntTrn Tiut nriivr'
rEtL ur URO[Ilt KUUUtr Ai LtIWU U1r:oII1: INLIUBLI:
ALPHA
- A-A
- ; i ; E i f , w l l l i l l , W i r ' t i
U l ~ a. . . . . . . . . . ~ I ~~ --.... i -
* -tO - e - - 4 - 2 O 2 4 10 1
ALPHA
- I ~~~~~. ... .. ..
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I--AI r-
-10 - a -4 -a
ODATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
Sy1o71 ) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
5710t91) L NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T302SI1
(871005) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS














































EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
~~~~~~~~~i L
_ ~ ~~-- ~,,._
It -t0 - t - · - 4 - I 0 · 4 * · t° It
BETA
p 0 L~~~~ I i1 I I - 1 *
'tl -IG - * - ~ - 4 - 2 .Q ! 4 · * *0 II
8ETA
, __ H I I 1 i r_ I~ 
L CONtURATIONt DESCRIPTtON
NS3C TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OIS1
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITOlNS
. NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T31OtS
























































-10 - -_ - 4 _ ,. it 4· t0 I4 ·
MACH .60
EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
- a -4 - a 0
BETA
-10 - * - S -4
I










-. o . .
-2 10 -tO - - 4 - t
DATA SET SYMBCOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(A4iO0o) t HSKC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011s
(4At192) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(AY1096) M SPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3011I








0.000 SREF 7.8890 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
.?~~"+-rt-ttt~~trtttT++-I I I I I I 
I I i l i l I l I l l I l l I l l
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-I6 -3 - 4 a-
SYMBOL CONPICURATION DESCRIPTION
M rC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T30I31
DATA NOT AVAILABLE fOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSt



















0.000 SR$c ?.66OO $ S.IN.
0.000 LRtc 2.0260 IN.
30.000 BREt 4.4600 IN.
30.000 X"RP 3.3600 IN.
YNR , 0.0000 IN.
zNlr . 0.2460 IN.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE
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MACH .90
FECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
tt -t0 - Oh - I - 4 - a 0 I 4 i t tO 18
BETA
,,, 0 ~ ) l ll l l l l ll lll l l l ll l l l l l ll , . . .
'~~~~~~
-10 - a - 6 - 4 a a2 4 6 a 10 t1
BETA
-t0 - S - . -4 - a
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301SI
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EF
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDOER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIOENCE'IF' .... I ..... I -" ,  -II_=- F II-
., - , m , , , , I I -_- ,,,- L '
L- - , 4
&L -tk - a -a - 4 -a a O 4 a a tO It
BETA
.- , , . , . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , . . .. .
..._..---_ =-_ ' -
&l -tQ -' 6 - · - 4 - · O t .4 · · tO II
BETA '
* I J'' . .'l 
I | I f I -I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' UI i
I I ---- l I I -r fi .... 
1 1 1 1 1~~~~~~~~~~~.~~'O .1..-1.- 
-to - - 0 - 4 - 0 a. 4 S
r -_ -_:I
I. * . I
DATA SET SYNMBfL CONIGCURATICI4 DESCRIPTION
IATIOQI) N SeC TWT 44iX LAUNCH VCHICLE STUODES T3tSt1
(ATtO ) DATA NAOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A¥T1O Q . NMSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3OtSt




RB INC S ELEVTR RUDDOOER REECRENCE: KNORHATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SneC $ .6600 S.IN..
0.000 0.O23 0.000 0.000 LRCtF l.0260 IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000 oREP - 4.4000 IN.
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NSHC TWT $44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3Ot1S
HSFC TNT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDltS T30231
NSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T31OtS
NSFC TuT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIEtS T3021
BETA
ORUINC Ty KLrv"I RUODER
0.000 0.O23 0.000 0.000
0.000 Q.Q02 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
"SVC TVT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FoR ALL CONDITIONS






























EFFECT OF ORBITER RUOOER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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ta -10 - tl - * - 4 - t Ct I 4 6 at li tm
BETA
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-1 - I - 4 -4
BETA
.o0
eo! -t - 4 -SE *r - - . n a- - 2
(AT1O90) 0 OATA NOT AVAILABLC PFOR ALL CONDOITIONS
(A71092 ) 14PC TT 5441X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOtES T30251
(AV1t09S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(At1094) J I, NPC TUT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUODIES T30ZSt
BETA
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 s0.000
SREP t.8800 SQ.14.
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MACH 1.95
EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 
_I 1 
Lit -tQ - * - · - 4 - · O · 4** 0t
BETA
E ==:~==~=-l).=i.1--
! . I. Ol
BETA
. ; - - - - - a - - .
-u -3 - 4 - 0 a 4 6· t0
COIrICUURAMTO DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAtILABL FOR C LL COWDITIONI
SrC TWT 644X LAUNCH VHICLE STUOtt S TOStI
DATA NOT AVAAILALE WOR ALL C0POITIt0S
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER AT ZERO ORBITER INCIDENCE
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(7 .rl94 ) 
CONIFIGURATIONt DESCIltPTICOt
DATA IC.,T AVAILArLE FOR, ALL COOtJDITI',NS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUIICH VEHICLE STUDIES T3C ZS1
DATA tIC.T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CC.'IOITICNS







ELEVTR RUCDER RErEREiNCE INFCRMATICN
0.000 0.000 SREF ?.8800 50.1N.
0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 I N.
0.000 30.000 EREF 4.4600 IN.
0.000 30.000 XmRP 3.3600 IN.
YMriP 0.0000 IN.'












2 6 a tO- 6 -4 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYNHSOL CcNFGIURATIONJ DESCRPTIl4I OR INC Y ELLEVTR
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHtICLE STUDIES T90S1 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILA-LEE FcR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
m HSrC TWT 544x LAUflCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90ISi 0.000 0.023 0.000
DATA ,T AVAILAELE FORl ALL CONOITICIS 0.000 0.023 0.000
RUDDER REfERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 7.6800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 - IN.
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
C'IC...TU:A O''"ECR:RP -NT:^: ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUODES T901S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
PATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
SFPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90OIS 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000




























EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDOER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK






-SO - -6 
-tO - * - , - 4
ANGLE
CONtGCURATION OC$CRIPTION
HSPC 1rT 144X LAUNCH VIHICLC STUDltS
NSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLC STUDItS
HSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VHICLt STUOIEtS







OF ATTACK. ALPHA, C
CRSGINC TS
T90151 0.000 0.0tS33







































































D OATA NOT AVAILABLE Fr.' ALL CC
Z N SC TWT S44X LAUNCH VtHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fr, ALL CO
N&fC 1TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLt
- 4 - a 0 a 4 a
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
NODIlIONS 0.000 0.023 a 000 0.000
STUDIES T9021S 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
:NOTITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000



































DATA NOT AVAILALE FORC ALL COI
HSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NT AVAILA&LE FM ALL CO&
SFC TWT $44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
1 1 1 A
- - - - -
- 4 - a a 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
ORsNC Vs CLCVTR
NOITlONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.02S 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.0t3 0.000






































































'12 -GLE - 8 - · -4 -O
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
D0ttLI C) 9 DATA NOT AVAILABLE PCR ALL CONDITIONS
(8111SS) , SFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
3(813t7?) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








O.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.0OO BREF 4.4600 IN.













13-p) DAT NOT AVAILABLE _OR ALL CO_ ITIONS() 0 SFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VElCLE STU.IES TeSt
I C 4.96--
-. 0
-11 -10 -'t - · - 4 - ·
ANGLE OF A
OATA SeT $YMBra. CONPFEGRATION DESCRIPTION
(0?11(3) DATA ~T AVAILAGBL E fOR ALL CONITIONS
(clrt33) NSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEtCLe STUDIES T0s2st
(813l7, ) . TA T AILABLr POll  NDITI S
BIPIS39), U s$  544X CH HI e D ES O$2S1
MACH 4.96
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC VS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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DATA SET SYMBOI. CONPFIURATION DESCRIPTION
O(1135) C) ttSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOtES TO91SI
t(BT71,3) DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
7113?7) Q NSFrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOtES T9OISI
(87t19) a DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR LL CONDITIONs
TTACK. ALPHA. E



























































2 NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
OTA NOT AVAILACLE FOR ALL COP
NSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
OATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CO
- 4 - O 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA ODEGREES
ORIINC TS tLtVTR
STUDICS 1901tS 0.000 0.0 0.000
NOITtONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
STUDIES t901t 0.000 .02o 0. 000
)NOITIONS 0.000 Q.O2U 0.000
RUOOER RECERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREtP 7.e00 5Q.1N.
0.000 LREF 2.0O20 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.


































rLtW Ur UrO l'Ln rUUULr. wIln 1 L INi Hu INRi1\
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ja
: _ .... __
i At' _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-rr-
I ~~. .. -I. ... I. . ... ..... ..
-t- -to a - 2 a2 4 in O 2
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0 O P
DATA SET SYNMOL CONPICURATION OESCRIPTION
(D71135) N SPC TWlT 344X LAUNCH VEHICLE
87t1133)$ NPC TWT 344X LAUNCH VEHICLE
¢t7t137) C HSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(871tt139) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORSlNC VS iLtEvTR .UDD.R
STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
STUOIES TOtst 0.000 0.0D32 0.000 30.000
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
0. r t , T t -r
Ir 
4i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. _______ . _________












OATA SCT SYNBOi CONr IGURATION OtECRMPTION
(OIttU5) 0 OATA NOT AVAILABLE t R ALL CONDITIONS
( 3"tt33) S3C TWT 544X LAUNCH VNHICLE STUOICS Tot51
(8137¥) ATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONlOtTtONS

































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SY"BOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(071135! DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(BttS33) "SFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
t711"sr) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(81tt39) SFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9021S
ORItNC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 Sq.tN.
0.000 0.025 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000 OREF 4.4600 IN.
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DATA NOTr VAILABLC ORA ALL CO
NSPC TW T 44X LAUNCH VCHICLC
DATA NOT AVAILABLC FOR ALL CC
MSOC TWIT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLC
1 1 1 1 I1
- 4 - 0 * 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS CLCVTR
OtITIOUWS 0.000 0..02 0.000
STUOIES TOo3Si 0.000 0.023 0.000
DOltt?1ONS 0.000 0.023 0.000




































-- t - ·0 - · 4- 
ANGLE OF A
OATA SIT SYMBOL CONFCIURATION OESCRIPTIGN
(071135) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871133) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
(T7113?)7 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS









0.000 SREF 7.8800 SG.IN,
0.000 LREF 2.02801 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.



















NSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIS TOO St
OAT N"OT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHtCLE STUDIEtS TOISI























0' SRtE 7.0500 SQ.14.
0 LLRtE 2.0280 1".
O BREt 4.4600 IN.
0 XHRp 3.3500 IN.


















































-10t -s - - 4 -2
ANGLE OF ^
SYMBOL CONrICURATION DESCRIPTION
"SVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OS1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSeC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OISI















I a to t1
REPERENCE INFORNATION




















































r, _ -. ,- t , - ~ ,e 1 l, , t t ~ i _ '~-r r - 1f , ~i
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l t Cett-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;p,~fX
: t .~ 3 ~
DATA SET SYBCOL
(871393) 8
-t0 -_ -_ 
CONFGURATION ODESCRIPTION
MSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSrC TWVT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSeC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE
oATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
- 4 - a O
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. C
ORINC YI
STUOICS .TsOt$ ,S 0.0300 o
STUOIES TOOSt 0.000 0.023


































- -10 - -6 - 4 -
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(0713s) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
(81tt33) SFSPC rTT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
(8tt3?) 1 D0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871139) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9025I
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC Vs ELEVTR RUDDER REPERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF ?.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.02oo IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000 BREF 4.46SO IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
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DATA NOT AVYALABLt F OR ALL COi
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VHiICLi
DATA NOT AVAILABLt FOR ALL CO
MSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLt
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, C
ORSINC YS
N0OtTIS I"I 0.000 o0.0o
STUDCIS TS0otS 0.000 0.023
)NDITtION 0.000 0.023
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURA
(011ttS) Q DATA NOT A
(B7S133) L MSrC TWT 54
(8 713?) DATA NOT " l
(e7t3S 9 ) aU NSFC TWT S5
=1
- -6 - 4 - a 0 t 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
TtON DOESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR
VAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
i44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90S51 0.000 0.023 0.000
VAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000
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-to - -_ 
ANGLE
CONFtIGURATIOt4 DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rPOR ALL COONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
XSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
-_ 0 . . 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBtNC YS CLEVTR
0.000 0.023 0.000
T93St 0.000 o0.02 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000



















































-10 -L -4 -
-00-
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYBOL CJFiViGURkTito DESCRIPTION
o(07113) Q MSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901St
(711t33) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(71 137 8) N*s C TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OItSt
(?11tt9) OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
o0.00 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000







ZNRP 0.2480 I N.
SCALE 0.0040 SCALE












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C071is3) MsFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VENICLE STUDIES T90151
(07153) Z5 DAJTA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
(071157) N O MSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEBICLU STUOICS T90131






0.000 0. 02 0.000
RUDD00R RCttRtNC INFORMATION
0.000 SRt 7.S600O So.1N.
0.000 LRtC 2.0280 IN.
30.000 eRtE 4.4600 IN.


























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFPIURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORNATION
(07113'5) M SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9011O 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
(e71133 ) SFC TWIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.





RUOODER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
ODATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(07113S) Q DATA OT AVAILABLE POR ALL CO
,(0P 1 33) HSrC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
(711t37) DATA NOT VAItLABLE rOR ALL CO
(7113S9) NSrC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELtVTR RUt
NOITONS 0.000 0.02S 0.000 0,
STUOtES TSO2St 0.000 0.02S 0.000 0
tNOTlONS 0.000 0,02 0.000 30




































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
NSCr TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T902St 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000







































DATA SET -SYMBO CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(07i1s3) 04DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(6tls3t) L MSVC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES To02ss
(871137) DATA NOT AVAILASLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(971139) [U NsrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TgoasiGrt  w~c  944X H t I t $TUOIES tGOSS
MTTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ORBINC S tELtVTR




























.00 - - - - 4 -
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYNBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(07t11S3) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871133) L SC TWhP T 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI
87113?t) 2 DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS








0.000 SRE] 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
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-I O a 4
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CRsINC YS ELEVTR
T90151 0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.03 a 0.000



















DATA SET SYNcBOL CONtICURATION ODSCRIPTION
(07S13S5) NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDItS
(t71133) 9 DATA NAOT AVAILABLEt OR ALL CONDITIONS














































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORSINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
(071t35) MSFPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OISI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
(S71t33) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
(87113? ) HaSFC TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TSOISt 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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- - - -_- - - ---
13 -. 0 -. -e -~ -2 0 3 4 6 a 10 13






HMSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLt STUOICS
MSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
MSFC TIT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
OATA NOT AVAILABLe FOR ALL CONk01TtONS
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. C
ORBINC yS
T'0 t1 - 0.000 0 .03
T902t1 0.000 00.23























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYBOL. CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(0t113S) C DATA NOT AVAILALE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.00D 0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.1N.
(?t1133) a NLSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO92SI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
(8t11S3?) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
















.00 o - -* 
-12 -10 -e-4 -
ANGLE OF A
0ATA SET SYH:OL CtlFIGUIURATIC DESCRIPTION
D?1135) n DATA NT AVALILAeLE FR ALL CONDITTONS
(e71133) HSFC TWT 544X LAUfJCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
(*6711537) 0 DATA N*,T AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(ertt3j) U HSFC TUT 544X LAUINCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90OZS1
TTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO'
.20 T r--- -t -t-r - -- t- -I -1--r- - - t-r- rT-I-f--'  . . . ~-'----Ir-- IIi T-T- r--r- -'
T,ANK








r - I a 
re A = _ g- i
o~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.1
-10 - - 4 -2 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,
YMICOL COtIFIGURATIOfI DESCRIPTICOI OR
DATA NC'T AVAILABLE FOf ALL CONDITICN1S 0
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNICH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251 0
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0
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iW , t:X = -~ -l-T'-
-- -
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~









DATA NOT AVAILABLt FOR ALL CO
NSWC TWT *44X LAUNCH VtHICLE
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO









- 4 - a a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, C
.OR1INC VY
:NOITIONS 0.000 0.023
STUDIES T902S1 0.000 0.02O
:NOITIONS 0.000 0.023
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.__ ___ z .
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HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90ISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO9ISI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
T COEFFICTFNT. CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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L.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.










NSFC TWT *44x LAUNCH VEHICLE 1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
NSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
DATA NT 'AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
.4 .I .2 *Z .0 -.' -ol
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC VS ELEVTR RUOOER
STUDIES T90151 0.000 0 .02 0.000 0.000
OITTrONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES $90181 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
INOtlONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
-. 1 -. 4 -. S -. 0
REFERENCE INFORATtION





































EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
r . t. .7 .6 .0 .4 .52 3 .0 -4 -* .2 - ___





MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
0ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
..... a - ee -* -.
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
STUDIES T9OISI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES T90ZSt1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
STUDIES TOtISt 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000










































EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
m ~~~_ _ _ _ ___ _ ____ _ TtX|.wI .|tIeI.t-trt
~~~~__ __ __- =_ t=
I___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ______ _ ____ ____ r -__ ::__ ____
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSVC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T02St1
DATA iOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSeC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9O$SS
OMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
OARINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0. 0 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
RECERENCE INFORNATION
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T90251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES T90251
OMENT COEFFICIENT- CLM
CI11INC YS ELEVTR R
0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 3





































































.· .i .7 .6 .S .4 .3
PITCHING M
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(0oIl13) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS(8t711Ss) a MsiC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9021S









0.000 sREP 7.so00 sQ.IN.
0.000 LREP 2.02O8 IN.
30.000 BREP 4.4000, IN.
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.0 .? .0 . .4 .3 .2 .t .0 -. 1 -.2
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
.SFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902Si 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000





















FF rT IE npnDDTTcD DiinnD WuTTU '31' tM UWM TAIi
'Lul ur Uno1lt UUULt WlIn LM Jl Y ne u IANIr
I I I 
_l l l I l l l l 1
3 -so -6 -· - 4 - 4 t 10 1t
ALPHA
¢- 0 C <'~













(B07113) 8(81 133 )(871113?)1 
I87113 9)
COrNICGURATON OESCRIPTION
MSFC TT 5944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES 79T151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONOITIOIS
NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S1SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOrj ALL CONOITIONS
ALPHA
ORGINC vS ELZVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000































EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
i i I t * t i i i I_ , I * * I * . . I I i i i I i i -- t- i I I ! i 
_ ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ 
_-
. . . . .. . . .. . . . , . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .
, -so - e - 0 - 4 - 2 0 t 4 6 * *0 13
ALPHA
~ 0S
= - - 4 _










HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90151
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90tS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ALPHA
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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-10 - - - 4 - v
ALPHA
t a3 1 it
-t1 -. -· -4 i t . 4 * · tO II
ALPHA
L CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION OROtINC YS CLEVTR RUOODDR RCtERENCz INFORHATION
HSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH VCHICLt STUDIES T31OSI 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 sREt 7.o00o So. lN.
NrFC TrT S44X LAUNCH VEHtCLU StUODES T902S1 0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREc 2.0200 IN.
NSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHtCLC STUDIES T90t51 0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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-. . .G-&-6-4 - o a 4 6 ; 1o it
ALPHA
-A-- A~~~ -A- -A I Ak A - k A- I- A
tn -6- -s -s r_ rp _ =
12 -10 [] -6 ' 4 -]4 6 1a0 it
ALPHA
DATA StT SYBO80L CONICGURATION DESCRIPTION
(DI5 S) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(871t33) LI NSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI
(B137?) 0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








0.000 SREP 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 IN.
30.000 BREP 4.4600 IN.

















EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO
I ! ! I I I I I I I I I i ! J I ! I I I J I I I J I J ! a i I I I J I I
m -it] - e - · - 4 - a Q a 4 · · tO I~
ALPHA
^ A ^ ^
~ ^: ~ ~ ^. ^__ A
__ 
K.J
I -%Q - · - · - 4 -'l Q a 4 · · %Q %l
ALPHA
-0 -10 -- - -~ -L 0 L : * IO ~s13l -10 -S· - · 4 ' -a ' a , 4 · · 10 ,l3
CONIIGURATION OESCR1PTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE PFO ALL CONDITIONS
NSfPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDrES T90251
DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONOITIONS
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONIGURATItON OESCRIPTION
(0t7t35) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(87113 3) 1NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902S1
(8t7137) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








0.000 SREF 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 2.0280 1N.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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-t0 - - -4 -
ALPHA
CONFIGCURATION OSCRtPTION ORBINC
OATA tNT AVAILALC rFOR ALL CEON0?1CONS 0.000
NSFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VtHICLC STUOIES T502S1 0.000
OATA HOT AVAILAIBL FOr ALL CONOITIIO4S 0.000
HSFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VHnICLE STUOICS T*021S 0.000


















































:FECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
1 1 1 I l l II~~~~~I I l i l I I I1 . il Il I I lI L I I 1-
Lt -t0 - 6 - D - 4 - a a 2 6 a t S t
BETA
~~. . _ l,, l , . , l · I
la -0 - O - G - 4 - · 0 2 4 I t 0 %2
BETA
. -~ .  ..__ _
1 - I I I -I - I I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
- 6 -- 4 - at O a 4 a 10 1t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(C71I I6)Q MSFC TWT 44X LAUNCH VEHtCLE STUDIES T90151
(A7t1 4) L OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IAIt3) M NSFC TWT 544X LAUNC VEMtHCLE STUOIES T90151








0.000 SREFP T7.00 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREP 2.0260 IN.
30.000 BREP 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 IN. HO TANK
.,I , , I . .· . . . ,
- - 'p - ____




* -10 '- -t 4 -2 0 2 4 * * 10 t3
BETA
-s10 C s -. r 4 - S 10 _ 
BETA
SYHBOL CONICGURATION OESCRIPTION
Q SrC TWT? 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90tSI
4TA NOT AVAILABLE tOR ALL CONOITIONS
H SFC TWT 144X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T*OSSI
*DTA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BETA
ORtBNC TS ELEVTR RUDODtR
0.000 0.03 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
REPMRENCE INtORNTtION
SRoP T.eeO) SQ.tN.
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MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90151
MSVC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T90251
$SFC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T9OISI








0.000 SREP 7.8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREP 2.020O IN.
S30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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SYMHBOL CoNIGCURATION DSC¢RIPTtON
DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL C04NO1TIINS
NSrC TWT S44X LAUNCH VCHICLt STUDICS TO23St
ODATA NOT AVAILABLC OR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VLHICLC STUO01S T902SI
BETA
·L~ -1 -· -· -~- - - -, . ..
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tL -10 - - -4 -a
DATA St£T SYBOL. CONFICURATI':N OESCRIPTION
(C1136) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A*4t134) L MNHSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902SI
(A?1t138) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
"(?1t40) MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T902Si
MACH 1.95
BETA
ORBINC YS ELEVTR RUDOOER
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.023 0.000 30.000
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BETA
CCONPICUtRATlO DSCRtION I
DATA WOT AVAILABLE FR ALL CO4OITIONS
NSeC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUtIES TO.SI
OATA NOT AVAILABLE tOR ALL CONDITTONS























SR *F ".e00 Sq.l#.
LReI 2.02S0 IN.
BRtC 4.4600 . IN.
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EFFECT OF ORBITER RUDDER WITH 312 1
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-it -10 _ - -4 - 0 t 4 · a t10 s1
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO92SI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
















0.000 SREP .O8800 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF t.O080 IN.
30.000 BREF 4.4600 IN.
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EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK NOSE SHAPES

















HSvC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLt
HSPC TWT 144X LAUNCH VCHICLC
tSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VCHtICLC
HSFC TWT 144X LAUNCH VCHICLE
NStC TWT 144X LAUNCH VLCICLC

















































SRNt r ·7.00 eQ.IN.
LRP 2 .02o0 IN.
sIlt r 4 .0oo IN.
XNRP 3.3300 IN.






























EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK NOSE SHAPES
0.$ -I -I I -I1.0 S1.O . It. 3.0 3., -I4.0 4.S 9.0 s.S 0.0
CONFIGURATITN OESCRIPTION
NSFC TVT 144X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
NSPC TWT 944X LAUNCH VtHICLE STUDIES
#SC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHtCLE STUDIES
NSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES
HSVC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES













































































I I I A~ II I
.040 rO
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK NOSE SHAPES












NSPC TIT 544X LAUNCH
NSVC TIT 544X LAUNCH
NSFC TWT S44X LAUNCH
NMSC TWT 944X LAUNCH
NSeC TWT 944X LAUNCH
MSrC TWT S44X LAUNCH
t.5 3.O 3.5 1.0 s.l
MACH NUMBER
RlPTtON C ORINC Ya
VEHICLE STUOItS TJ01St 0.000 o0.0o
VCHICLI STUDIES T302t1 0.000 0.023
VCHICLC STUOItS TSOtSt -I. SO 0.023
VEHICLE STUOIEtS TSo0St -t.500 0.023I VEHICLC STUOtLS T002S1 -1.500 0.023
VCHICLE STUOtIS TIOOISI -1.S00 0.023VEWICLLsIUDIE  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~t (.sD  .095 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
































































EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK NOSE SHAPES
'"~.42t . . j, , , , r ...... . . tT T , -t r , ,-- t-r'-'T1 -t --,-rI--"




















0.9 1.0 1.S 2.O t.5 .0 53.5
MACH NUMBER
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS
HSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30151 0.000 O.02
MSPC TWT S44x LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TS3025 0.000 0.023
HSVC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T8015O -1.300 O.023
HSFC TVT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES tS025t -1.500 0.023
NHSC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TtO1251 -1.500 0.023
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EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK NOSE SHAPES













0.S 1.o 1.4 2.0 2.9 3.0 3.5
I MACH NUMBER
CONFIGURATItON OESCR PTrION ORBC NC Y1
H$SC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T3O11S 0.000 0.023
HSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 ' 0.000 0.023
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TeOtSt -1.500 0.023
MHSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE 5TUDIES T102St -1.500 0.023
HSmC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUIES T1100251 -1.500 0.023
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EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK NOSE SHAPES
.0060 r-`rTrrTrrA--r"-- I I I I, * ' ' It ' - I, I I I ' W I --t . i -. ~ 
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1
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SVC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLt
src TWT 544x LAUNCH VEHICLE
O SrC TWIY 44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
M SC TV? 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
"SVC TVT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE































































































EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK NOSE SHAPES
0.5 1.0 1.S 3.0
CONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTION
MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
NsrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
MNSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
HSFC TWT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE
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_ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _
4.0 4.5 5.8 3.1 6.0










1.0 1.9 t3. 3.3 3.0 S.S
MACH NUMBER
TION OESCRIPTION OBItNC Ye 
4X LAUNCH VCHICLI STUOIIS T3SOSt 0.000 0.023
4X LAUNCH VtHICLC STUOIES T302S1 0.000 .0o23
4X LAUNCH VtHICL STUOICS TOO2St 0.0o0 0.023

















































4.0 *.S 9.0 8.S *.0
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK DIAMETER
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S NC fTWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
4SFC TVT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLENSC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE
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FECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK DIAMETER




O i 1I Ln ... .... I I ... II ..... .. .I...
0.g 1.0 . 1..
CONIICURATION ODSCRIPTION
NSC TW? 544X LAUNCH VCH3CL9
MSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VtHICLC
NSPC TWT 944X LAUNCH VCH1CLE



























LACI ?.0260 IN.LRt *.O*oO t ,
SRCP 4.4600 IN..
XNRP 3.300 ITN.
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EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER FOR VARYING HO TANK DIAMETER
.4 t , , , , * I I . I I I F t 



















NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHtCLE STUDIES
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUOIES

















































































I t aU I I I .1 I
. -- -. .AI- 1I I I - . .. . . .. .I. . ,1 - -
CATA SET SYM8OL
(lP 711 )3)1"
r711os ) cr-rtl } i
srsxs 
COIrIGOURATION ODSCRIPTtCN
NSeC TWIT 44X tLUNC4 VEHICLE
NSVC TWt S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
"NSC TWT S44X LAUNC4 VEHICLE








































































































0.0 0.1 1.o 1.6 3.0 3.8
DATA SET SYMBO3l. CONIGCURATON OESCRIPTION
(&?tt ) 3SFC T/T? 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOS30131(&?1092) MPSP'C TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30351(A?1134) NSPC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TO93St
,AlItt) L NSPC TWT S44X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T901S3
MACH NIIMBER
ORSINC YS ELEVTR RUDDER RtPERENCE INtOR4ATION
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 SREF 7.800 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 LREP 2.03O0 IN.
0.000 0.023 0.000 0.000 GREP 4.4000 IN.












0 O0.o .0 *1.S .0 *- 
CONCIGURATION OESCRIPTION
#SFC TWT *44X LAUNCH VEHICLE
7SFC TWT 544) LAUNCH VSHICLE
HSrC TWT 544X LAUNCH VHICLE
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0.5 1.0 t.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
MACH NUMBER
CONtICURATION DESCRIPTION ORBINC YS
NSFC TWT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T301O1 0.000 0.023
HSrC TIT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T30251 0.000 0.023
Nsec TYT 544X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES T002St 0.000 0.023
4SFC TUT 944X LAUNCH VEHICLE STUDIES TOOtSt 0.000 0.023
4.0 4.5 5.0 S.S .0G
tLtVTR
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
RUDDER
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
REFERENCE tNPORNAtION
SREP ?.SSOO SQ.IN.
LREF 2.02S0 IN.
BREF 4.4600 IN.
XMRP 3.3600 IN.
YNRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 0.24SO IN.
SCALE 0.0040 $CALE
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